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EDITORIAL NOTE
The executive branch of the U.S. government requires a massive amount of

information to make policy decisions. The many departments, agencies, and
commissions of the government devote much of their energies to gathering and
analyzing information. However, even the resources of the U.S. government are
not adequate to gather all the information that is needed; therefore, the government
contracts universities, colleges, corporations, think tanks, and individuals to
provide data and analyses. Because the great majority of these studies are
difficult to find and obtain, University Publications of America (UPA) publishes
some of the most important ones in its Special Studies series. The Latin America,
1989-1991 Supplement collection consists of studies on the Middle East that
became available during the period 1989-1991.



ACRONYMS/INITIALISMS
The following acronyms and initialisms are used frequently in this guide and

are listed here for the convenience of the researcher.

AID Agency for International Development

AMIS Agricultural Marketing Improvement Strategies project

CBI Caribbean Basin Initiative

FY Fiscal Year

LIC Low Intensity Conflict

M19 Movimento 19 de Abril (19th of April Colombian Guerilla
Movement)

OECD Organization for Economic Co-Operation and Development

USAID United States Agency for International Development

USSR Union of Soviet Socialist Republics



REEL INDEX

Reel 1
Frame

Argentina
1988

0001 Most Unlikely War: High Technology and the Human Dimension In the
Falklands War.
Air War College, Maxwell Air Force Base, Alabama. David K. Norriss. 1988.
65pp.
The somewhat short-lived but bitter conflict between Great Britain and
Argentina over sovereignty rights in the Falkland Islands began abruptly and
unexpectedly in April 1982. Some six years later, with economic and social
problems reaching a critical stage in the Soviet Union, the prospect of an all-
out war in Central Europe has diminished. Meanwhile, the emergence of
Third World countries, many with access to high technology weapons, offers
almost endless opportunities for adventurism in pursuit of a variety of goals.

0066 The Malvlnas War from the Argentinian Viewpoint.
Air War College, Maxwell Air Force Base, Alabama. Ricardo Albert Puche.
May 1988. 49pp.
The purpose of this research is to show the Argentinian assessment of the
war, especially in those controversial aspects where both sides still strongly
disagree. All the information is mainly from Argentinian sources due to the
fact that the author had a two-month assignment to the Argentinian C-130
Squadron from the First Air Transport Brigade, which allowed him to talk with
a lot of different people involved in the war, especially the Air Force. He also
had the opportunity to consult many official reports in relation with the
operations, and also to read the newspaper and magazines that had just
begun to analyze and assess the recent war.
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0115 Relative Militarization and Its Impact on Public Policy Budgetary Shifts
In Argentina, 1963-1982.
Naval Postgraduate School, Monterey, California. Paul G. Buchanan and
Robert Looney. July 1988. 74pp.
In spite of growing literature on the subject, analyses of the policy impact of
military regimes in Latin America remain inconclusive. Empirical analyses
have neither confirmed or denied the proposition that military regimes have
adecided and often negative impact on public policy. In light of that, this essay
attempts to test the relatively simple assumption that it is the degree of military
control over the state apparatus (that is, the relative depth of militarization),
rather than the advent of a military bureaucratic regime per se, that has the
most influence on public policy outputs, here measured in budgetary allocations
at both the macroeconomic and microeconomic levels.

1989
0189 The Falklands War: A Review of the Sea-Based Alrpower, Submarine

and Anti-Submarine Warfare Operations.
Air War College, Maxwell Air Force Base, Alabama. Craig G. Lokkins. May
1989. 32pp.
Remarks on sea-based airpower, submarine, and antisubmarine warfare
operations in the Falklands War of 1982 are contained in a review of the
lessons learned regarding these operations as interpreted by the navies of
the United States, Great Britain, and the Soviet Union. Commentary by the
author with respect to these lessons learned and implications for the naval
planner are included.

0221 The South Atlantic Crisis of 1982: Implications for Nuclear Crisis
Management.
Rand Corporation, Santa Monica, California. Lawrence Freedman. May
1989. 39pp.
The Falklands War began on April 2,1982, when Argentinian forces occupied
the Falkland Islands in pursuit of their long-standing claim to sovereignty.
Britain immediately sent a task force to the South Atlantic to recover the
islands, and by the middle of June it had achieved this objective. This note
examines the course and management of the conflict and assesses its
potential relevance to nuclear crises. It addresses the variety of specific
nuclear features that have been attributed to the conflict and also considers
a more general set of concerns related to escalation. The note was prepared
as part of the Avoiding Nuclear War project conducted jointly by the Rand
Corporation and the Rand/UCLA Center for the Study of International
Behavior.
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0260 U.S. and Soviet Relations with Argentina: Obstacles and Opportunities
for the U.S. Army.
Rand Corporation. Santa Monica, California. Rachel Schmidt. November
1989. 79pp.
Argentina's position between the superpowers is discussed. It is a large
relatively developed and influential country within Latin America, a leading
nation within the Nonaligned Movement, and one of the world's largest debtor
countries. It has cultivated an emerging arms industry. It is the Soviet Union's
largest trade partner in Latin America, a fact that some analysts fear signifies
growing Soviet leverage in what has long been considered the U.S. sphere
of influence. Argentina requires export earnings to cover interest payments
on its $56 billion in gross external debt and cannot afford to limit trade with
nations because of their ideology. Like other Latin American nations, Argentina
seeks to reduce its economic dependency on the United States. Because of
U.S. holdings of Latin America debt and its influence in the International
Monetary Fund (IMF), the United States has long been accused of being an
economic imperialist, allegedly disregarding the sovereignty of its hemispheric
neighbors. These accusations are the source of much anti-U.S. sentiment in
Argentina, as has been the imposition of austerity measures that are
designed to promote economic stability but result in shorter term economic
hardships. Perhaps an even stronger source of anti-U.S. sentiment in
Argentina was Washington's decision to support Britain in the 1982 Malvinas/
Falklands War. These factors make the establishment of a pro-U.S. orientation
in Argentina quite problematic.

1990
0339 The Malvinas Conflict: Argentine Practice of the Operational Art.

U.S. Army Command and General Staff College, Fort Leavenworth, Kansas.
Francis X. Kinney. May 25, 1990. 54pp.
This monograph focuses on the Argentinian practice of the operational art
during the Malvinas/Falklands conflict of 1982. It seeks to determine to what
extent Argentina's defeat can be attributed to shortcomings at the operational
level. Following a review of Argentinian doctrine, the Argentinian operational
proficiency is evaluated using the following criteria: reasonableness of
assumptions; consideration of branches and sequels; center of gravity
analysis; and adequacy of the sustainment effort. The monograph concludes
that Argentinian grasp of the operational art was inadequate and contributed
to its defeat. It suggests that the principal error was the failure to develop
branches to the basic plan that addressed possible and dangerous
contingencies.
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Belize
1989

0393 How Price Stabilization Would Work In Belize.
Kansas State University, Manhattan, Kansas. K. Neils. October 1989.48pp.
Price stabilization is an integrated marketing approach that allows commodity
producer prices to vary freely within a target band of floor and ceiling prices
established to protect producers and consumers respectively. The concept
paper examines the feasibility of price stabilization in Belize for three staples:
rice, red kidney beans, and corn. An application of price stabilization techniques
under various scenarios is made for each of the three commodities using a
realistic target band with floor and ceiling prices based on projected supply/
demand relationships and historical and border (international) prices,
respectively. Benefits to producers and consumers and costs to the Belize
Marketing Board, the price stabilizing agency, are calculated, along with
overall benefit/cost ratios that indicate how economically feasible the price
stabilization programs would be.

Bolivia
1991

0441 Report on AMIS Trade and Investment Promotion Activities In Bolivia.
University of Idaho, Moscow, Idaho. Richard Abbott. January 1991. 46pp.
An AID project in Bolivia focused on mobilizing U.S. agribusinesses to assist
in inducing farmers in the Chapare and Valles Altos regions to cease growing
coca in favor of other crops. The expected role of the U.S. firms was to assist
Bolivian enterprises in meeting export standards, commit to purchasing some
of the output of Bolivian agro-industrial enterprises, and form joint ventures
with Bolivian entrepreneurs. Five U.S. firms participated in trade and investment
missions to Bolivia to assess the overall business conditions and the potential
for growing, processing, and marketing various products. In general, the
companiesfound Bolivia to be very dependent on coca growing and processing
while willing to find alternative sources of income. They also found the
country's physical infrastructure inadequate at present to the needs of the
business sector. Individual company reports are appended.
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Brazil
1987

0487 US-Brazil Presidential Panel on Science and Technology.
United States-Brazil Presidential Panel on Scienceand Technology. D. Allan
Bromley and Crodowaldo Pavan. July 24, 1987. 135pp.
The panel established pursuant to decisions reached in September 1986 by
Presidents Sarney and Reagan during their meeting in Washington held its
second meeting in Washington on July 23-24,1987. Final recommendations
for "topics for bilateral cooperation in science and technology, focusing on
selected priority areas of mutual strength and benefit" as requested are
included.

1988
0622 An Assessment of Brazil's Economic and Energy Problems.

Air War College, Maxwell Air Force Base, Alabama. Keith D. Hawkins. April
1988. 56pp.
Brazil, a large Third World country with significant potential, was well on its
way toward entering developed nation status when the Organization of
Petroleum Exporting Countries (OPEC) raised the price of oil in 1973. This
price rise hit Brazil particularly hard because imports supplied approximately
80 percent of its energy needs. Brazil's problem then became one of how to
counterthe economically devastating impact of the costly energy imports. If
adequate alternatives to imported oil could be developed, it was thought
Brazil's economic problems would apparently be over. Brazil worked hard on
the problem and made dramatic progress overafifteen-year period. However,
during this period Brazil amassed the largest foreign debt of any Third World
country, most of which was incurred paying for imported energy. This huge
debt replaced the original energy dependence problem, and Brazil is no better
off than when the energy crisis effectively stopped economic growth. Brazil's
economic problems carry certain implications for U.S. policy planners, and
the author makes recommendations regarding these implications.

0678 Brazilian Arms Production: Partial Dependence.
Rand Corporation, Santa Monica, California. Rachel Schmidt. September
1988. 35pp.
The emergence of such new arms producers into the world market as Brazil,
Israel, South Korea, and the People's Republic of China has led to a
resurgence of political and economic writings on arms trade. Numerous
papers have been published that hypothesize the motives for establishing
indigenous production and possible outcomes that may ensue. According to
this arms trade literature, some of these motives include necessity, in the
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case of pariah states such as South Africa; national prestige or regional
dominance; the role defense industrialization is expected to take in overall
industrial modernization; the desire to lessen dependency on superpowers or
more traditional arms suppliers; the need to develop defense equipment that
better suits the operational requirements of third world environs; and, of
course, to make profits. Similarly, scholars have postulated myriad outcomes
that might result from the emergence of new suppliers such as a growth in
regional instabilities; reduced readiness for actual conflict because of less
advanced, indigenously produced equipment; and polarization of wealth or
actual setbacks in economic development within countries that have elected
to acquire inappropriate levels of technology. This paper addresses the
applicability of some of the above motives to the case of the Brazilian arms
industry.

1989
0713 Constitutions and Democratic Consolidation: Brazil In Comparative

Perspective.
Naval Postgraduate School, Monterey, California. Thomas C. Bruneau.
March 31, 1989. 44pp.
The report analyzes the Brazilian experience in formulating a new constitution
in 1987-1988 in comparative perspective with Portugal and Spain. It is
demonstrated how the political actors in Brazil participated in the Constituent
Assembly in order to ensure their interests in the basic document. Due to the
political dynamics of the period and the severe economic crisis, the assembly
was extremely open, or porous, and the resulting document is long (315
articles), detailed, and extremely ambitious. There is some question, however,
whether the political structures and economic resources will allow for a
substantial implementation of the constitution.

0757 Brazil: U.S. Strategy for the Year 2000.
U.S. Army War College, Carlisle Barracks, Pennsylvania. William D. Bristow,
Jr. and Dale E. Peyton. March 21, 1989. 52pp.
Brazil is a struggling nation, both politically and economically. Her global
diplomatic strategy is economically oriented as she courts both Communist
and non-Communist countries for technology transfers and markets for her
products, which include a long line of military hardware. Brazil's democratic
future depends upon her current political leadership's ability to stabilize and
correct these problems before the military assumes control. Future U.S.
strategy with Brazil should be improved international military education and
training assistance, influencing the international money markets to restructure
Third World debt in the interest of all, and the opening of trade restrictions.
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0809 The Role of the Brazilian Air Force In the Defense of the South Atlantic.
Air War College, Maxwell Air Force Base, Alabama. Carlos M. Vallim. May
1989. 44pp.
As one of the biggest countries in the South Atlantic region, Brazil has
geopolitical, economic, and strategic interests with respect to that ocean.
These interests can be threatened by a major maritime conflict in the area,
especially if it entails an East-West struggle as the result of the presence of
the Soviets in some African countries. By presenting these interests, the
possible threats to them, and the Brazilian strategy for dealing with potential
threats, the author shows the necessity of giving the Brazilian Air Force a
major antisubmarine warfare capability in order to enable it to play the
appropriate role in the defense of that maritime area.

Reel 2
Brazil cont.

1989 cont.
0001 The Brazilian Aerospace Industry: A Case Study of the Technological

Impact of Offset Agreements In a Recipient Industry.
Naval Postgraduate School, Monterey, California. Julio Eduardo da Silva
Menezes. December 1989. 347pp.
This thesis examines the role of technology in determining the technological
independence, national security enhancement, and economic benefits that
occur as a result of military offset agreements in recipient countries. The study
defines trade offsets and interprets the Brazilian government's offset and
technology transfer policies. Using cases from the Brazilian aerospace
industry, an analysis of four types of offsets (countertrade, technology
transfer, licensed production, and coproduction) was used to test the
hypothesis that technology is the driving factor in the design of offset
requirements for recipient countries. The thesis concludes with some
recommendations to improve the Brazilian government's offset policy and
decision-making process.

1990
0348 Brazil, the United States, and the Missile Technology Control Regime.

Naval Postgraduate School, Monterey, California. Scott D. Tollefson. March
19, 1990. 121pp.
This technical report analyzes Brazil's development of ballistic missiles in
light of U.S. pressures to stifle that development. The first section describes
and critiques the Missile Technology Control Regime (MTCR); the second
analyzes the U.S. application of MTCR guidelines toward Brazil; the third
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assesses Brazil's ballistic missile capabilities; and the fourth considers
Brazil's response. The report concludes that the U.S. policy of restricting
space and missile technology to Brazil under the MTCR has succeeded in
stalling Brazil's missile program, but has also (1) further strained Brazilian
security relations with the United States; (2) weakened U.S. influence over
Brazil's rocket and missile programs; (3) strengthened Brazilian ties with
European suppliers (especially France) of space and missile technology; (4)
driven Brazil into closer technological cooperation with the People's Republic
of China and the Soviet Union; and (5) intensified Brazilian negotiations with
Iraq and Libya. As Brazil moves away from the United States (its traditional
supplier of space and missile technology), it is becoming relatively more
autonomous and less vulnerable to U.S. restrictions on space and missile
technology. The successful implementation of an internationalist development
strategy by Brazil's new president, Fernando Collor de Mello, could provide
the United States with an exceptional opportunity to improve relations with
Brazil. The United States could possibly negotiate the easing of MTCR
restrictions on space technology to Brazil without jeopardizing the goal of
ballistic missile nonproliferation.

0469 Brazil—the Challenge of Development.
U.S. Army War College, Carlisle Barracks, Pennsylvania. Clovis Purper
Bandeira. March 7, 1990. 39pp.
There is a strong relationship between development and democracy. The
American government realizes this as it provides help for the newly
democratized East European countries, which are trying to avoid social and
political turmoil caused by economic difficulties. The same happens
everywhere, especially in Brazil, a large and democratic country facing
tremendous economic problems. This study seeks to examine the challenge
of Brazilian development, analyzing some of the positive and negative
developmental factors. As a conclusion, the author makes some
recommendations concerning the internal and external measures that can
help the country to manage its crisis within a democratic framework.

Caribbean Basin
1988

0508 Combined Operations: A Commonwealth Caribbean Perspective.
U.S. Army Command and General Staff College, Fort Leavenworth, Kansas.
Neil C. Lewis. June 3, 1988. 185pp.
This thesis is done against the background of a new recognition in the
Commonwealth Caribbean of the defense needs of the region. It examines
the historical background of the region's threat, problems of regional
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interoperability, and problems of operability with potential large nation allies.
The 1983 rescue of Grenada is examined, as is the region's current defense
posture. A hypothetical threat situation is also developed based on the border
dispute between Guatemala and Belize. Solutions are proposed based on the
analysis. Because of the small demographic base and generally weak
economies, a totally autonomous defense structure is unthinkable. This
leaves the ruling elites of the region with the inevitability of alliances with
larger forces. Balancing alliances and developing forces that are capable of
operating with a range of potential allies in a variable political climate requires
ettherf unpolitical integral ion orastructurethatgives the ruling elites sufficient
flexibility to exercise some political independence without degrading military
efficiency. The study concludes that a structure headed by a regional prime
minister's panel would supervise and direct a regional defense system
through a permanent civilian secretariat and a military general staff.

0693 Trade and Employment Effects of the Caribbean Basin Economic
Recovery Act. Fourth Annual Report to the Congress Pursuant to
Section 216 of the Caribbean Basin Economic Recovery Act.
Bureau of International Labor Affairs, Washington, D.C. G.K. Schoepfleand
C. R. Shiells. August 1988. 126pp.
The report is the fourth in a series of annual reports to the Congress pursuant
to Section 216 of the Caribbean Basin Economic Recovery Act (CBERA). It
analyzes the impact of the CBERA on U.S. trade and employment during the
fourth year of operation of the program from 1986 to 1987.
[See also Reel 3, frame 0100.]

0819 The Private Sector Strategy for RDO (Regional Development Office)/
Carrlbean.
Arthur Young and Company, Reston, Virginia. Arthur Young. November
1988. 110pp.
Prospects are analyzed for private enterprise development in the Eastern
Caribbean states of Antigua and Barbuda, Dominica, Grenada, St. Kitts-
Nevis, St. Lucia, St. Vincent and the Grenadines, and Montserrat. An
assessment of recent performance in the principal private sector activities—
tourism, agriculture, and manufacturing—is followed by business climate
profiles of each country. The report then identifies constraints facing future
private sector growth. Many of these problems are common throughout the
world, such as poor government policy and lack of financing and collateral
security. Others are unique to the West Indies, such as the small scale and
novelty of the private enterprise experience and the social stigma of financial
failure. A strategy is outlined for future AID private sector development
programs.
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0929 Biological Diversity and Tropical Forest Assessment for the Eastern
Caribbean.
Center for International Development and Environment, Washington, D.C.
Nels Johnson et al. December 1988. 167pp.
The report discusses the need for a congressional mandate to conserve the
biological diversity and tropical forests of the Eastern Caribbean. It covers the
socioeconomic pressures of development, the importance of conservation
done economically, regional assessments, and recommendations. Islands in
the Eastern Caribbean are evaluated fortheir ecological condition, conservation
needs and activities, and recommendations are made for possible USAID
bilateral assistance.

Reel 3
Caribbean Basin cont.

1989
0001 OECD Trade with the Caribbean: A Reference Aid.

Central Intelligence Agency, Washington, D.C. January 1989. 99pp.
The publication is one of a series of reference aids that provides the most
recent detailed commodity statistics of OECD trade with different regions of
the world. In the reference aid, data are provided on total OECD trade with the
Caribbean, trade of the five largest OECD countries with the region, and U.S.
trade with several key Caribbean countries.
[See also frame 0562 below.]

0100 Trade and Employment Effects of the Caribbean Basin Economic
Recovery Act Fifth Annual Report to the Congress Pursuant to Section
216 of the Caribbean Basin Economic Recovery Act.
Bureau of International Labor Affairs, Washington, D.C. Clinton R. Shiellsand
Robert C. Shelbume. October 1989. 111pp.
The report is the fifth in a series of annual reports to the Congress pursuant
to Section 216 of the Caribbean Basin Economic Recovery Act (CBERA). It
analyzes the impact of the CBERA on U.S. trade and employment during the
fifth year of operation of the program from 1987 to 1988.
[See also frame 0439 below.]
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0211 Is the Caribbean Basin Initiative Working?
Agency for International Development, Washington, D.C. James W. Fox.
October 16, 1989. 46pp.
When proposed in 1982, the CBI was acclaimed by many as a great step
forward—a bold program that could dramatically improve conditions in the
Basin countries. The paper analyzes actual trends in U.S. imports for the first
five years of implementation of the initiative in light of what might reasonably
be expected. Section I provides necessary definitional background. Section
II summarizes the actual results of the first five years of operation of the
initiative, and Section III discusses the prospects for the future. The study
concludes that the impact of the CBI to date on its primary target beneficiaries
exceeds any reasonable expectation. Moreover, given continued progress,
the CBI can dramatically improve the economic growth potential for Basin
countries that undertake necessary complementary action.

1990
0257 Caribbean Basin Financing Opportunities: A Guide to Financing Trade

and Investment In Central America and the Caribbean Basin.
International Trade Administration, Washington, D.C. Julie M. Rauner. April
1990. 108pp.
Bilateral foreign assistance programs, international financial institutions, and
selected private organizations provide important sources of financing for
trade and investment in the Caribbean Basin. These sources are designed to
supplement financing offered by the commercial banking system, which in
many CBI countries is extremely limited. The guide outlines over seventy-five
specific financing mechanisms and institutions designed to support domestic
and foreign investment and trade in Central America and the Caribbean. It
provides business people with access to the critical information on these
financing sources, including basic background, eligibility requirements,
application procedures, and key contacts.

0365 Guidebook 1991: Caribbean Basin Initiative.
International Trade Administration, Washington, D. C. Jim Phillips. November
1990. 74pp.
Since its enactment seven years ago, the CBI has provided a unique impetus
to the development of trade and investment between the United States and
the twenty-three CBI beneficiary nations. U.S. companies seeking new
sources of production are increasingly looking to the Caribbean Basin and
Central America. At the same time, CBI firms are expanding their product
lines and making new inroads into the United States and other markets. The
result has been an increased flow of trade and investment both ways.
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0439 Trade and Employment Effects of the Caribbean Basin Economic
Recovery Act Sixth Annual Report to the Congress Pursuant to Section
216 of the Caribbean Basin Economic Recovery Act.
Bureau of International Labor Affairs, Washington, D.C. Robert C. Shelbume
and Clinton R. Shiells. December 1990. 123pp.
The report is the sixth in a series of annual reports to the Congress pursuant
to Section 216 of the Caribbean Basin Economic Recovery Act (CBERA). It
analyzes the impact of the CBERA on U.S. trade and employment during the
sixth year of operation of the program from 1988 to 1989.

1991
0562 OECD Trade with the Caribbean: A Reference Aid.

Central Intelligence Agency, Washington, D.C. March 1991. 99pp.
The publication is one of a series of reference aids that provides the most
recent detailed commodity statistics of OECD trade with different regions of
the world. Iceland, New Zealand, Portugal, and Turkey are excluded. In the
reference aid, data are provided on total OECD trade with the Caribbean,
trade of the five largest OECD countries with the region, and U.S. trade with
several key Caribbean countries.

0661 The Caribbean Basin Economic Recovery Act-1983: Its Impact on the
Economic/Political Stabilities within the Region.
U.S. Army War College, Carlisle Barracks, Pennsylvania. Roderick J. Isler.
April 25, 1991. 35pp.
On 24 February 1982, President Ronald Reagan announced before the
Organization of American States a new initiative designed to promote
economic development for the countries of the Caribbean and Latin America.
Later, on 5 August 1983, his initiative was enacted into law as The Caribbean
Basin Economic Recovery Act of 1983. The new law, often referred to as the
Caribbean Basin Initiative (CBI), consists of integrated, mutually reinforcing
measures in the fields of trade, investment, and financial assistance for the
countries within the region. Critics in the United States and in the region felt
that this was just another initiative by a new administration to pacify and
placate the United States' neighbors to the south. After six years of CBI, the
message to the world is loud and clear: it is working, and the United States
is serious about special incentives for countries in the region. This study
examines the significant reasons why the CBI is working and looks at its
impact on the long-term prospects for economic development, stability, and
security throughout the Caribbean and Latin America.
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Central America
1988

0696 A Time to Build: An Expanded Role for United States Reserve Forces In
Central America and the Caribbean.
Inter-American Defense College, Washington, D. C. Paul W. Gosnell. April 1,
1988. 192pp.
Central America and the Caribbean Basin, long in the breakwater of U.S.
foreign policy priorities, have now moved to center stage. Revolutionary
changes with profound consequences are sweeping the area This paper
attempts to identify the strategic interests of the United States in the region,
examine the phenomena and causes of regional instability, review past U.S.
policies in the area, outline the parameters of a developing U.S. doctrine for
LIC, and propose an expanded, strategic military-humanitarian/civic assistance
mission for United States National Guard and Reserve forces. This would be
a mission of calculated compassion to alleviate the root causes of Latin
American insurgency—poverty, social injustice, ignorance, and disease.

1989
0888 Low Intensity Conflict In Central America: Training Implications for the

U.S. Army.
U.S. Army Command and General Staff College, Fort Leavenworth, Kansas.
Jimmie F. Holt. January 3, 1989. 54pp.
JCS Pub 2 charges all services to prepare for war and operations short of war.
The U.S. Army has further defined operations short of war as military
involvement in low intensity conflict. While the army has made some effort at
improving its capability in low intensity conflict, it is clear that preparation for
war in Central Europe is the dominant priority and has been since the U.S.
defeat in Vietnam. The U.S. Army at that time focused its efforts on Central
Europe where its management expertise and firepower-oriented organization
could be justified. In the process, it relegated operations short of war to the
fringes of the institution. This view, in the author's opinion, of mechanical,
capital intensive operations will fail us in Europe if we ever fight there. In the
meantime it is leading us to failure in LIC and operations short of war. The
Soviets have been quick to take advantage of the opportunity in Central
America presented by U.S. focus on Europe. The successful Cuban revolution
by insurgency has been constantly improved through trial and error and
Soviet logistical support. The result in Nicaragua is an entrenched Marxist
government on the North American continent for the first time in history.
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Reel 4
Central America cont.

1989 cont.
0001 Central America's Foreign Trade and Balance of Payments: The Outlook

for 1988-2000.
Agency for International Development, Washington, D.C. Clarence Zuvekas,
Jr. May 1989. 84pp.
Provided is a detailed analysis of Central America's economic situation and
projection for the next decade, with significant statistical data for Costa Rica,
Honduras, El Salvador, Nicaragua, and Guatemala from 1981 through 1987.

0085 Evaluation of United States Strategy In Central America.
U.S. Army War College, Carlisle Barracks, Pennsylvania. Carlos O. Reyes
Barahona and James A. Witter. May 3, 1989. 110pp.
The purpose of this study is to evaluate the effectiveness of recent U.S.
strategy in Central America. Obviously, the scope is broad; however, the fact
that one author is Honduran and the other recently served two years
implementing U.S. military policy in Honduras brings some depth of experience
to the task. The study begins with a short background of historical U.S.
interests and involvements in Central America, concluding with a review of
current interests and threats to those interests. The Carter and Reagan
administration strategies are described and evaluated. The study concludes
with the authors' recommendations for U.S. strategy in Central America.

0195 Liberation Theology In Central America and Liberation Theology and
the Marxist Sociology of Religion.
Army-Air Force Center for Low Intensity Conflict, Langley Air Force Base,
Virginia. Melissa K. Barnes and Antonio Ybarra-Rojas. June 1989. 40pp.
Separation of church and state has been a founding principle within this
country from the time of our forefathers. However, in many regions of LIC
environment, the interaction of religion and politics has had explosive
consequences. Often the region that comes to mind is the Middle East.
However, there is another aspect of this interaction that is also of concern to
U.S. interests, the doctrine of liberation theology in Latin America and its
relationship to the ideology of revolutionary movements. While liberation
theology has received increased interest and visibility in the past few years,
some uncertainties surround its origins and its impact on revolutionary
movements. Two papers of interest concern the future of liberation theology
in Latin America. The first addresses many of the questions the North
American public has concerning liberation theology. The second presents a
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theoretical model of the rise of Christianity elaborated by the classics of
Marxism in order to show how liberation theology has been adopted by
elements of Marxist sociology. Together, these papers provide a greater
understanding of how religion has played a visible role in revolutionary
movements.

0235 U.S. Involvement In Central America. Three Views from Honduras.
Rand Corporation, Santa Monica, California. David Ronfeldt. July 1989.
79pp.
This study, completed in September 1988, is based on interviews conducted
in 1985 and 1986 with three Hondurans: Gustavo Alvarez Martinez, Cesar A.
Batres, and Victor Meza. It reports on the way U.S. involvement in Central
America is apparently being perceived in Honduras and how this may affect
local political and military behavior, including security cooperation with the
United States. The interviews substantiate the enduring and pervasive
importance of nationalism as the prism through which local elites look at
security issues. The interviews acknowledge the benefits Honduras obtains
from U.S. involvement in the region. They also illuminate a growing sense of
the costs and risks a small country faces in an alliance with the United States
against an external threat. The small country faces this threat to a lesser
degree and the United States seems unable to handle this directly in an
efficient way. Finally, the interviews warn about a slowly growing, unexpected
potential for anti-Americanism inacountry that has never been anti-American.
The significance of the interviews seems to extend beyond Honduras,
reflecting broadertrends in strategicthinking in Latin America and suggesting
that strategic thinking about the United States is entering a new phase.

1990
0314 Security Considerations and Verification of a Central American Arms

Control Regime.
Department of External Affairs, Arms Control and Disarmament Division,
Ottawa, Ontario. H.P. Klepak. August 1990. 85pp.
The paper discusses the background to, likely contexts of, and likely difficulties
with the verification of a possible Central American arms control regime. It
begins with a brief geographic, political, and military overview of the regional
crisis. Further chapters offer an analysis of the relative threat perceptions of
the individual Central American states and the potential for their revision
based on a number of factors, including terrain, offensive and defensive
weapons mix, and political factors. H proposes one possible arms control
regime for the region, followed by a more in-depth discussion of what would
actually have to be verified under such a regime, how the verification might
in fact be carried out, and who might best do it.
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1991
0399 The Status of Energy Planning In Five Central American Countries.

Los Alamos National Laboratory, Los Alamos, New Mexico. Steven R. Booth
and Milton G. Fonseca. August 1991. 111pp.
This report examines the current status of national energy planning in Costa
Rica, El Salvador, Guatemala, Honduras, and Panama. A framework is
provided that divides energy planning activities into two broad categories: the
"fundamental tasks" and the "bounding conditions." The fundamental tasks
of energy planning include the gathering and systematizing of data, conducting
energy situation analyses and short- or long-term planning for the country,
and defining and implementing national energy plans. The bounding conditions
are situations that preclude completion of fundamental tasks, such as level
of technical expertise.

Colombia
1990

0510 Colombia: Emerging Labor Movement and the State Colombian Drug
Problem: Effect on the Peace Process between the M19 and the State.
University of Texas, Austin, Texas. Ismael Lopez. May 1990. 158pp.
The paper consists of two separate reports. The first deals with the Colombian
government's handling of the Cartagena portworkers strike of 1918 and the
effect of the government's response on the infant labor movement. Through
a series of presidential and legislative decrees, the government successfully
disarmed the emerging working class as a political tool. These measures
ensured the nation's survival against this threat and minimized the disruption
of the socio-politico-economic structure of the country. In the second report
the author examines the drug-related violence that is currently tearing
Colombia apart. Colombia is currently experiencing a dramatic change in the
peace process between the government and the guerrilla groups following a
period of stagnation in the late 1970s and early 1980s. the author argues that
the Colombian drug problem has speeded up the peace process by changing
the stakes in the game because drugs present a newthreat to both sides. This
study provides an insight as to how the drug problem threatens both the
guerrillas and the government and how it thereby accelerates the peace
process. Although all the major guerrilla groups are discussed, the M19's role
in the peace process is primary to this study.
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Costa Rica
1988

0668 Costa Rica: Social Equity and Crisis.
Anita F. Allen Associates, Washington, D.C. and International Science and
Technology Institute, Inc., Arlington, Virginia. Alain Thery et al. June 1988.
123pp.
Costa Rica is an exception among Central American nations. From the 1940s
to the end of the 1970s it succeeded in combining steady economic growth
and social equity objectives through a mix of redistributive policies and social
programs. The recessionary period in the early 1980s then changed to a
period of recovery beginning in 1983. It is probably one of the most significant
characteristics of Costa Rican public policy that it has succeeded in cushioning
the impact of economic downturns on the general welfare of the population.
In summary, it may be said that the crisis had a greater impact because it
came after a period of rapidly increasing real incomes. Its magnitude,
however, was reduced, especially in comparison with other countries of the
region, and was of short duration.

0791 The Effectiveness and Economic Development Impact of Policy-Based
Cash Transfer Programs: The Case of Costa Rica.
Agency for International Development, Washington, D.C. John Newton era/.
November 1988. 137pp.
Table of contents: List of tables and figures; Foreword; Preface; Summary;
Glossary; Introduction; Multilateral stabilization and structural adjustment
programs; AID contribution to stabilization and structural adjustment pro-
grams; Implementation mechanisms for local currency programs; Economic
development effects of structural adjustment programs and policies;
Conclusions and recommendations; Appendixes; Bibliography.

1991
0928 Nation-Building: An Alternative Strategy.

Naval War College, Newport, Rhode Island. Edward J. Boekenkamp and
James A. Moos. February 11, 1991. 52pp.
This paper examines the use of nation-building as an alternative strategy to
armed intervention to protect our national interests in Third World countries.
Costa Rica is used as a case study as it occupies a strategic buffer zone
between volatile Nicaragua and a strategically essential Panama. Costa Rica
is currently experiencing a significant amount of turmoil that has been both
externally and internally generated, and increased intervention may soon be
necessary to maintain stability in the region and bolster the democratic
establishment. The historical, political, security, economic, and societal
perspectives of Costa Rica are examined, and where weaknesses are
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identified, their susceptibility to correction through the nation-building process
is evaluated. Conclusions and recommendationsconcerning political, societal,
security, and economic considerations are also presented. While lessons
learned through a nation-building effort in Central America would have
significance in other Third World countries, the overall process would have to
be evaluated carefully and tailored specifically to the area of concern.

Reel 5
Cuba

1988
0001 Castro's Ploy—America's Dilemma: The 1980 Cuban Boatllft.

National Defense University, Washington, D.C. Alex Larzelere. December
1988. 574pp.
In the summer of 1980, more than 125,000 Cubans abandoned their homes
and possessions and emigrated to the United States. When what began as
a stream of dissidents became a torrent of refugees, the United States was
caught short. Cuban Premier Fidel Castro was able to use the 1980 exodus
for his own political objectives and, in the process, overwhelmed U.S.
immigration capacity. In this definitive study of what happened during those
six months of 1980, Captain Alex Larzelere (U.S. Coast Guard, Retired)
shows how Castro controlled the initiative, forcing the United States into a
reactive position. Among the refugees he allowed to leave Cuba, Castro
included significant numbers of criminals, spies, and political prisoners,
thereby showing disregard for international rules regarding emigration. The
Carter administration's plan to deal with the crisis, as the author points out,
came too late to be effective. Anticipating that the United States may face a
similar mass influx, Larzelere argues for a new migration plan. He offers a
plan with four major points: (1) rapid executive decisionmaking at levels lower
than the White House; (2) constructive direction from Washington to federal
agencies on the scene; (3) a working immigration agreement with Cuba; and
(4) a controlled flow of refugees.

1989
0575 The Cuban Economy: A Statistical Review. A Reference Aid.

Central Intelligence Agency, Washington, D.C. April 1989. 50pp.
The reference aid on the Cuban economy provides a wide range of statistics
of general interest on agricultural and industrial output, transportation,
distribution, foreign trade and finance, Soviet economic assistance, and
population and labor force. The statistical series focuses on the period 1980-
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86. Where available, data for 1987 also have been included. Some tables
include comparative data for 1957 (the peak prerevolution year) and 1965 (an
arbitrary benchmark for the first decade of the revolution).

0625 Directory of Officials of the Republic of Cuba: A Reference Aid.
Central Intelligence Agency. Washington, D.C. June 1989. 240pp.
The reference aid identifies personalities who hold key positions in the Cuban
Communist Party; national, provincial, and municipal governments; military
organizations; selected mass, cultural, and scientific organizations; and the
diplomatic service. Alphabetical indexes to organization and personality
names are included at the end of the publication.

1991
0865 Cuba: The Successful Insurgency.

U.S. Army War College. Carlisle Barracks, Pennsylvania. S. Hildebrandt.
1991. 51pp.
The Cuban Revolution of the mid-1950s represents a classic case study of
insurgent warfare in which neither the government in power nor the rebel
element in opposition were controlled or supported by external entities. The
conflict between dictator and rebel focused on the legitimate right to govern
the people of Cuba. This author saw legitimacy as the strategic center of
gravity for both warring parties and argues that Castro recognized that center
of gravity while Batista clearly did not. The campaign study covers historical
background to 1953 and the entirety of the Cuban Revolution up to Batista's
departure from Cuba. While the focus is on insurgent military operations, a fair
amount of information is provided on urban warfare, economic sabotage, and
psychological operations. It is hoped that a study of this insurgency and other
insurgent wars will lead us to understand that future counterinsurgencies will
not be won by massive firepower and maneuver. As in any war we must look
for the strategic center of gravity and either protect it or destroy it.

0916 U.S. and Cuban Relations: Prospects for the Future.
U.S. Army War College, Carlisle Barracks, Pennsylvania. Carl G. Roe.
Aprils, 1991.31pp.
The United States broke diplomatic relations with Cuba in January 1961
following the Castro-led Cuban Revolution. Since that time U.S.-Cuba
relations have not been a model for foreign policy. A brief history of United
States and Cuban foreign policies is described and an analysis of the failure
of both policies is offered. A continuing U.S. policy of economic and diplomatic
isolation of Cuba is recommended until Castro's death. Possible post-Castro
scenarios include a transition from a charismatic dictatorship to a populist
socialist regime, a violent overthrow of the present Communist regime, or a
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peaceful takeover of the government by a sector of the current regime. The
most likely scenario is peaceful takeover, and the Cuban military can
accomplish the task. The United States could influence the military transition
government by increasing the military-to-military contacts with the Cuban
military. Additionally, the United Statescould assist in developing an economic
assistance program that will create a stronger Cuban economy that is closely
tied but not dependent on the United States. These policy initiatives could
assist the elimination of the last vestige of communism in the Western
Hemisphere.

0947 Fidel Castro: Communist or Caudlllo?
U.S. Army War College, Carlisle Barracks, Pennsylvania. John T. Nawrocki.
April 8, 1991.26pp.
Ever since Fidel Castro seized power in Cuba, scholars have strived to
corroborate how and why he did it and to analyze what his prospects for
continuing in power will be. This project attempts to determine how his
educational and social backgrounds contributed to his adaptive style of
leadership (as a head of state) and whether he became a Communist out of
ideological beliefs or for other reasons. It also endeavors to answer specific
questions about his political philosophy, his durability as a leader, his
humanistic tendencies, and his plans for making his revolution work. This
project concludes with an assessment of Castro's importance to Cuba,
present and future.

Reel 6
Dominica

1990
0001 Impact Evaluation of AID Policy Reform Programs In Dominica and

Grenada.
Agency for International Development, Washington, D.C. Joseph M. Lieberson,
W. Donald Bowles, andE. LeRoy Roach. January 1990. 36pp.
The impact evaluation examines policy reform programs supported by the
AID in two small Caribbean island countries, Dominica and Grenada. Dominica
now has in place a tax system that provides good economic incentives, while
Grenada does not; policy reform was much more successful in Dominica.
During the reform period, both countries were able to sharply improve their
economic growth rates; Grenada, the policy reform failure, had a growth rate
that was slightly higher than that of Dominica, the policy reform success.
Policy reform in Grenada has been seen as an externally enforced failure,
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while in Dominica it has been viewed as an internal success. When the next
economic shock comes and it is time for more reforms, it is Dominica's
government that will probably be better able to deal with the policy issues and
the needed reforms.

Dominican Republic
1988

0037 Private Sector Strategy Assessment: Dominican Republic.
J.E. Austin Associates. Cambridge, Massachusetts. October 1988. 165pp.
The MAPS (private sector development) framework was used to assess
AID'S private sector strategy for the Dominican Republic. Results show the
Dominican private sector to be surprisingly strong and diversified. It justified
AID's strategy, which has been especially successful in free trade zone
development, micro-enterprises, and tourism. However, several constraints
to the strategy were also identified: an uncertain and unstable policy
environment; excessive government spending and monetary growth; lack of
private sector lobbying power; AID budget cuts; poor performance of state-
owned enterprises; decaprtalizalion of the formal financial sector; and an
insufficient number of trained personnel (including an insufficient number of
workers with a primary education). Major problems are lack of credit,
insecurity regarding land titles and agrarian reform, lack of managerial
expertise, an inefficient marketing system, poor access to imported inputs,
and price controls (especially in the dairy sector). Several recommendations
address these problems. Extensive appendices detail the steps used in
preparing the assessment.

1989
0202 The Effectiveness and Economic Development Impact of Policy-Based

Cash Transfer Programs: The Case of the Dominican Republic.
Robert R. Nathan Associates, Inc., Washington, D.C. Haris Jafri, Samuel
Eaton, and Gerard Sequeira. May 1989. 138pp.
The AID Cash Transfer program in the Dominican Republic is evaluated.
First, background information is provided on macroeconomic trends during
the early 1980s. The study then explains the theory behind cash transfers,
which provide balance of payments assistance in support of policy reform
programs. The cash transfer program must be judged primarily in terms of
progress toward economic stabilization. By this criterion, the program has
provided crucial support to government policy reforms designed to attain the
goal. Five elements contributing to the success are identified: the size of the
cash transfers, the terms of the transfers, the timing of disbursements, the use
of sanctions to enforce conditions precedent and covenants, and effective
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policy dialogue. In conclusion, the cash transfers have resulted in sustainable
economicgrowth, stimulated exports and agricultural production, and promoted
equity by benefiting rural, relatively poor people, including women.

0340 Mlcroenterprlse Stock-Taking: The Dominican Republic.
Development Alternatives, Inc. and Robert R. Nathan Associates. Inc.,
Washington, D.C. Jeffrey Poyo, David Hoelscher, and Mohini Malhotra. July
1989. 43pp.
The report team assessed the microenterprise programs of two intermediary
institutions in the Dominican Republic: the Asociacion Para el Desarrollo de
Microempresas, Inc. (ADEMI), and the Programs de Asistencia a la Pequena
Empresa/Fondo para el Desarrollo (PROAPE/FONDESA). ADEMI provides
credit to microenterprises and occasional technical assistance to resolve
specific difficulties faced by its clients. PROAPE/FONDESA concentrates on
providing training and technical assistance prior to extending credit both to
microenterprises and larger firms. Key findings were clear institutional
objectives and the autonomy to pursue them leads to improved project
performance; microenterprise projects should incorporate project design
elements to ensure equal access to project resources by women; financial
intermediation can be self-sustaining if they charge positive real interest rates
and have decentralized organizational structure, flexibility, well trained
personnel, and sophisticated management; and the idea of graduation of
microenterprises to formal sector credit institutions is based on unrealistic
assumptions. Institutional graduation is a more realistic goal.

0383 Elite Settlements and Democracy In Latin America: The Dominican
Republic and Peru.
University of Texas, Austin, Texas. Peter Michael Sanchez. August 1989.
254pp.
The report includes the following topics: Democracy in Latin America: A
Pathology; Elite Settlement and Stable Democracy; A History of Democracy
in the Dominican Republic; The 1978 Dominican Electoral Crisis; Elite
Settlement and Dominican Democracy; A History of Democratic Politics in
Peru; The 1978 Constituent Assembly and Peruvian Democracy; Partial Elite
Settlement in an Unintegrated Peru.
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Ecuador
1988

0637 Assessment and Strategies for Urban Development In Ecuador.
Robert R. Nathan Associates, Inc., Washington, D.C. Richard Blankfield,
Pabto Lucio-Paredes. and Phillip Rourk. November 11, 1988. 146pp.
The growth of the Ecuadorean economy has been driven by petroleum
exports, which provided about 50 percent of the total revenues of the
consolidated public sector during the 1980s. This wealth of revenues
engendered development policies based on subsidies and transfers from the
central government to other levels of government and to segments of the
private sector, on which urban growth came to depend highly. The collapse
in oil prices will limit the growth and financial capacity of the central government.
Services for the urban population have not been able to keep up with high
rates of immigration and growth. Urban unemployment has been increasing
rapidly in the last two years because of the fall in oil prices, a slowdown of the
non-oil economy, and increasing labor force participation rates. Municipal
governments and local utilities are in a highly precarious financial condition,
due to dependence on transfers and subsidies, extremely low rates of local
revenue generation and cost recovery, and deficiencies in financial planning
and administration in regard to expenditures. A range of actions in policy and
regulatory reform, systems development, technical assistance, and training
will be required to improve the financial administration capabilities of local
governments and local utilities.

0783 Macroeconomlc Policy and Agriculture In Ecuador: An Overview.
Sigma One Corporation, Raleigh, North Carolina. Grant M. Scobie and
Veronica Jardine. December 1988. 73pp.
Stagnation of the agricultural sector has characterized the economic history
of Ecuador during the last two decades. With the crisis of 1981, the economic
environment facing the agricultural sector began to change. Exchange rate
and macroeconomic policies became less discriminatory. Among the notable
changes to policies that were generally favorable to the tradable sector were
the elimination of export taxes, the removal of intervention in capital markets,
and a moderate reduction of protection to the manufacturing sector. This led
to an improved economic climate for agriculture, and sectoral growth improved.
Climatic conditions, the earthquake of March 1987, and the dramatic decline
in the international petroleum price starting from 1986 increased the problems
of managing the process of adjustment. In addition, the external debt and the
public sector deficit began to dominate the formulation and management of
macroeconomic policy. The recovery of the agricultural sector from 1984 to
1986 serves to emphasize the responsiveness of the sector and the need to
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evaluate policies that penalize agricultural producers. Any tendency to return
to the unfavorable policies that confronted agriculture for more than a decade
would imply a very high economic and social cost for Ecuador.

1989
0856 Whan the Stata Sidesteps Land Raform: Alternative Peasant Strategies

In Tungurahua, Ecuador.
University of Wisconsin, Madison. Wisconsin. Nancy R. Forster. April 1989.
30pp.
The research offers a straightforward challenge to both Marxist and
developmentalist countries that minifundio holdings are not economically
viable and are in a state of constant deterioration. The data presented here
confirm that many of Santa Lucia's small holders were able to purchase
enough land to maintain their minifundio status over the generations under
study. The study also brings an additional dimension to the Leninist theory of
peasant differentiation. Although the study shows that a significant number
of peasant households were able to generate a surplus for land purchases,
the free market has not provided consistent benefits. Unfortunately, the
economic benefits of the project appear to have very high environmental
costs. Substantial destruction of the paramo's capacity to provide irrigation
water for the watershed area could threaten agriculture in the whole Ambato
basin. It remains to be seen whether the state's policy of sidestepping land
reform will carry serious consequences forfuture generations of Ecuadorians.

Reel 7
El Salvador

1988
0001 El Salvador: Income, Employment, and Social Indicators Changes over

tha Decade 1975-1985.
International Science and Technology Institute, Inc., Washington, D.C.
Richard Webb, Alain Thery et al. January 1988. 111pp.
Violent civil war and ambitious economic and social reform efforts caused
tremendous upheavals in El Salvador during the period 1975-1985. The
report analyzes the impact of these conditions on the country's economic and
social life. Official data point to a serious deterioration in living standards in
terms of employment, income, and social indicators. Official figures do not
take into account important compensation mechanisms that have cushioned
the impact of the economy's poor performance. These mechanisms include
the growth of the underground economy, emigration, and remittances from
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expatriates. The report recommends that relief efforts be tailored primarily to
meetthe needs of those unable to benefitfrom the compensation mechanisms
mentioned above, including misplaced families and those too poorto emigrate.
Annexes provide extensive statistical data on macroeconomic indicators,
balance of payments, remittances, consumer price index, population,
employment and income, health and nutrition, and education.

0112 El Salvador Psychological Operations Assessment.
BDM Management Services Company, Kirkland Air Force Base, New Mexico.
Max Manwaring and Court Prisk. February 4, 1988. 25pp.
The primary purpose of this assessment is to outline the necessary components
for success in the war of information and the actual aspects of psychological
operations (PSYOP) within the context of the struggle in El Salvador. It is
objective oriented and threat based, and focuses on the strategic and
operational levels of concern. It stresses the general climate of feeling—on
the part of key North American and Salvadoran (government and insurgent)
players—that was found during the period from October 1986 to March 1988.
In that sense, it is a snapshot of the PSYOP situation in El Salvador during
that time.

1989
0137 Thinking about the Tactics of Modern War: The Salvadoran Example.

U.S. Army Command and General Staff College, Fort Leavenworth, Kansas.
Skip Thornton. January 6, 1989. 53pp.
This study offers a way of thinking about counterinsurgency tactics. Five
salient propositions bind the paper. 1) Tactical success in a Phase II
insurgency (such as the nature of the Salvadoran insurgency) is defined as
the destruction of the guerrilla infrastructure among the populace. 2) The
nature of an insurgent war charges the tactical military unit with performing
political, economic, psychological, and military tasks along the path to
success. 3) Evolvement and maintenance of tactical security is central to
tactical success. 4) The local civilian populace represents an untapped,
contributory force for tactical security. Therefore, mobilizing and motivating
the populace is the fundamental role of the military unit. Evidence suggests
a paucity of military forces available to the Salvadoran brigade commander
for security. His likelihood of tactical success is limited unless an increase in
force structure is forthcoming. Because this is unlikely, an alternate method
of achieving tactical security and hence tactical success is offered. The paper
concludes that organizational reform combined with doctrinal innovation can
be the foundation for forging a different method of obtaining security. The
method suggested incorporates the untapped strength of the civil populace
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as auxiliaries to the tactical military unit. The end result is a tactical military unit
designed to create a favorable balance of forces through persuasion of the
local populace rather than through af utile war of attrition against the guerrilla.

0190 U.S. Military Policy for Third World Conflicts: Is It Working In El
Salvador?
Air War College, Maxwell Air Force Base, Alabama. PaulJ. Lambert. May
1989. 63pp.
Since World War II all conflicts in which the United States has been involved
have occurred in the Third World. Vietnam caused the United States to
seriously question and limit the use of American combat forces in small wars.
El Salvador represents the first major test of a military policy that stresses
military support of friendly threatened nations without direct U.S. combat
involvement. As such, the evolving military policy is the model that will be
applied in future U.S. interventions. This study examines the development of
this indirect strategy and its application in El Salvador. The author argues that
the present U.S. defense structure is poorly organized to carry out an indirect
strategy; that U.S. preoccupation with the operational dimensions of warfare
diminishes the attention to the basic support mission; that important logistical
factors are ignored; and that current security assistance legislation and
procedural constraints inhibit successful implementation of policy. The final
chapter offers an assessment of U.S. policy and makes specific
recommendations to improve U.S. military efforts in El Salvador and future
small wars.

1990
0253 The El Salvadoran Conflict: A Progress Report

U.S. Army War College, Carlisle Barracks, Pennsylvania. Anthony Giusti.
Februarys, 1990.34pp.
This report provides an assessment of the progress made against the
insurgents in El Salvador. The assessment includes an in-depth look at the
more prominent political, social, economic, and military issues that fostered
the insurgency. It also explains the factions involved, outlines government
actions, and relates the results to date with a view toward examining the
progress made against the insurgents since the United States began helping
the government of El Salvador. The analysis is written from a military
viewpoint; however, its intent is to examine the overall American involvement
and interagency coordination.
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0287 Counterlnsurgency Strategies for Effective Conflict Termination: U.S.
Strategies In El Salvador.
Naval Postgraduate School, Monterey, California. Suzanne M. Heigh. June
1990. 221pp.
This study examines problems that the United States faces in its support of
efforts by governments in less-developed countries (LDCs) to defeat
revolutionary insurgents. The United States has in the past been drawn into
supporting conflicts for protracted periods, at increasing political, economic,
and military cost, without receiving apparent benefit nor approaching a
favorable end to the conflict. This thesis attempts to answer the questions of
why the United States encounters problems in its support of counterinsurgency
efforts and why it has difficulty in effectively terminating this type of low-
intensity conflict (LIC). This study makes the assumption that to achieve the
long-term goals of stability, democracy, reduced conflict, and reduced
dependence on U.S. assistance, the best outcome for the United States in
most cases of insurgency is to obtain a negotiated settlement to end the
conflict. After producing a list of factors necessary to produce a negotiated
settlement to terminate an insurgency, the study examines the various
counter-insurgency strategies used in El Salvador to see how they affected
the factors toward achieving a settlement. The study concludes that while the
U.S. has improved in its strategies by developing a combined strategy that
emphasizes efforts other than military, by limiting its direct military involve-
ment, and by increasing the use of small-unit tactics and other appropriate
LIC methods, there are problems within the U.S. military and political
organizations which inhibit the U.S. ability to achieve effective termination of
the insurgency and of its support efforts.

Guatemala
1988

0508 Guatemala 1970-1985: A Deteriorating Status Quo.
Anita F. Allen Associates, Washington, D.C. Alain Thery et al. May 1988.
118pp.
Led by a robust performance in export-oriented agriculture, the Guatemalan
economy experienced fast economic growth in the 1970s, with an average
per capita gross domestic product increase of 2.8 percent and personal
income growth of 25-30 percent over the decade. Despite these impressive
statistics, the majority of Guatemalans did not benefit in terms of improved
living conditions or economic prospects. The report focuses on population
trends; economic growth without equity; income distribution after a decade of
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prosperity; and welfare and poverty. In particular, food consumption, USAID
food assistance, food expenditures and dietary intake, child nutritional status,
infant mortality rate, other health-related issues, and education are discussed.

0626 Assessment of Institutional Capabilities for Meeting the Skills Training
Needs of Guatemala's Private Sector.
Juarez and Associates, Inc., Los Angeles, California. Morris Allen et al.
September 1988.354pp.
As Guatemala experiences economic growth through private sector
development, the country may face shortages of skilled workers. Guatemala's
institutional capacity to meet new training needs is analyzed in the report on
a survey of some 805 employers in the agribusiness and manufacturing
sectors and fifteen formal and nonformal training institutions. The survey
indicated that employers seldom rely on institutions to train their workers.
Almost half of employers would prefer to have that training provided by an
institution, but existing institutions do not offer appropriate instruction. Several
deficiencies were identified in the training institutions. Vocational high schools
lacked operational funds and teaching materials, used outdated or
malfunctioning equipment, and had poorly trained teachers. Private
voluntary organizations, while highly regarded, lacked resources to be a
major factor in a national skills training effort. Recommendations are to
provide the existing training institutions with equipment, training, and a
matching grant fund.

Reel 8
Guatemala cont.

1989
0001 Forty Years In the Altlplano: A Cross-Cutting Evaluation of Aid-Financed

Assistance In Guatemala's Altlplano from the Decadeof the 1940s to the
Present
Development Associates, Inc., Arlington, Virginia. Gary H. Smith era/. March
1989. 94pp.
U.S. development assistance to Guatemala's highland Indian areas—the
Altiplano—became a major element of the AID'S country development
strategy in the late 1960s. This assistance is evaluated with respect to the
following core development areas: agriculture, including efforts in crop
diversification, soil conservation, small-scale irrigation, rural credit and
cooperatives, and marketing; basic preventive health care, potable water and
sanitation, and family planning; primary education, bilingual and nonformal
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education, school construction, and teacher training; and complementary
activities to strengthen municipal and community leadership, decision making,
and information systems. According to the report, AID'S core programs have
been appropriate, sustained overtime, and had a positive, cumulative effect,
especially during the last fifteen years, in improving earnings, employment,
life expectancy, and education on the Altiplano.

0095 The Guatemalan Counterlnsurgency Strategy.
U.S. Army War College. Carlisle Barracks, Pennsylvania. William D.
McGill II. March 31, 1989. 37pp.
For more than two decades, the government of Guatemala has been fighting
an insurgency. In the late 1960s and early 1970s, with some assistance from
the United States, Guatemala was able to quash the insurgents. However, the
insurgency rekindled inthemid-1970s, Yet, even while the insurgency gained
strength, in 1977 the government of Guatemala rejected further U.S. aid
because it considered President Carter's demands to improve human rights
to be meddling in the country's internal affairs. Because the Guatemalan
government was able to effectively counter the insurgency with little outside
aid, this study reviews the political, social, and economic events around which
the insurgency developed, examines the Guatemalan strategy to counter the
insurgency, and recommends the strategies that others might use to counter
future insurgencies.

0132 Guatemalan Counterlnsurgency Strategy.
U.S. Army War College, Carlisle Barracks, Pennsylvania. Roberto E. Letona.
April 7, 1989. 38pp.
In the 1970s, Guatemala faced a serious insurgent threat and was forced to
fight the insurgents alone once the United States withdrew support as a result
of alleged human rights abuses. The insurgent leadership took advantage of
the Guatemalan military's weakened capability. In 1982, the government
initiated a new strategy that turned the conflict in favor of the government and
the people. Reconciliation of the Guatemalan family and adherence to the
highest rules of justice were objectives of the strategy. The government
initiated a series of campaign plans. The Victory 82 campaign established
security and started redevelopment of the country. The Firmness 83 campaign
enhanced security and sought to create a climate of peace, settlement, and
self-defense. The Institutional Rediscovery 84 campaign continued
development by expanding reconstruction of areas destroyed by the war and
set up the electoral process that resulted in national elections. The National
Stability 85 campaign consolidated security, development, and the results of
these campaigns, plus the insurgents were reduced to about 900 criminals.
The Guatemalan government is the first Latin American country to defeat an
insurgent without direct or indirect U.S. involvement.
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1990
0170 A National Export Plan for Guatemala: 'Guatemala Mil Mlllonas.'

SRI International, Arlington, Virginia. January 1990. 165pp.
The report outlines a plan to refuel Guatemala's economy by gradually
reducing the anti-export bias inherited from several decades of import
substitution. The plan includes forty-five specific recommendations. In the
short term (1989-92), the plan calls for several programs to counteract the
negative effects of current policies and economic institutions. These programs
include special credit lines for exporters, effective and transparent duty-
drawback and free-zone programs to ensure access of inputs at competitive
prices plus reduce costly bureaucratic procedures, and infrastructure
improvements to facilitate transport and communication with world markets.
In the medium (1993-96) and longer (1997-2000) terms, the plan emphasizes
the importance of maintaining a stable, outward-oriented macroeconomic
framework, including continued gradual reduction of effective protection
rates.

0335 Guatemala Natural Resource Policy Inventory USAID/ROCAP RENARM
Project Volume 1. Executive Summary. Volume 2. The Inventory.
Volume 3. Technical Appendices.
Abt Associates, Inc. Cambridge, Massachusetts. Theresa Bradley et al. April
1990. 267pp.
Improved natural resource management in Guatemala must begin with
sound public policy. The study, presented in three volumes, examines the
macroeconomic, sector, and international policies that affect the management
of natural resources in the country. Volume I provides a nontechnical
summary of the results and conclusions of the report. Detailed analyses are
presented in Volume II. Volume III presents policy inventory tables in four
categories: sustainable agriculture, production from natural forests, watershed
management, and wildland management, and provides a brief description of
ninety domestic (public and private) and international institutions and
universities active in Guatemala's natural resource policy environment. The
main conclusion is that the country's poverty, population pressure, and
skewed resource distribution (political and economic) are the fundamental
causes of natural resource problems in Guatemala. Environmental policies
have helped alleviate certain of these problems, but many are ill-conceived,
unenforced, or constrained by contradictory policies and conflicting political
or economic pressures.
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0602 The Sustalnabllfty of U.S.-Supported Health, Population, and Nutrition
Projects In Guatemala: 1942-1987.
Agency for International Development, Washington, D.C. Thomas Bossert
et al. September 1990. 100pp.
Since 1942, the AID and its predecessor agencies have funded nineteen
major health-related projects in Guatemala in five areas: health services,
water sanitation, malaria control, family planning, and nutrition. These
projects have brought significant and in many cases sustained benefits to the
country. The report identifies two kinds of factors affecting project sustainabilrty.
In regard to contextual factors, national commitment to project goals and
support from influential groups was a positive force on sustainabilrty, whereas
the inadequacies of the implementing institutions had an adverse influence.
Sociocultural differences were positive or negative depending on whether or
not they were attended to. Othercontextual factors, such as natural disasters,
political environment, U.S.-Guatemalan relations, economic changes, the
private sector, and donor coordination seemed to have little impact on
sustainabilrty. Project characteristics important to sustainability included
visibly effective achievement of project goals, integration of the project into
the structure of the implementing agency, qualified and stable leadership
from both the implementing agency and AID, ability to provide for progressive
absorption of recurrent costs, provision of significant professional or
paraprofessional training and technical assistance, and cooperation between
AID and the Guatemalan government in project design.

1991
0702 Insurgency and Counterlnsurgency In Guatemala.

U.S. Army War College, Carlisle Barracks, Pennsylvania. Mario M. Hernandez
Ponce. March 28, 1991. 29pp.
For 30 years Guatemala has faced the menace of Communist insurgency.
The taking of Cuba by Fidel Castro joined with the Communist strategic
doctrine for world domination, plus the political, economic, and social problems
and crises prevailing in Guatemala, set the stage for Guatemala to be chosen
as communism's next target. Nevertheless, the insurgency didn't succeed;
it developed different ways of action in its political and military operations from
its beginning to the present time. At each period the Communists realized the
strategic adjustments necessary as each effort was thwarted and defeated by
the Guatemalan state. At the same time Guatemala adjusted with great
flexibilitytothedifferent circumstances thatthe insurgent movement presented
and learned to seize the initiative. Over time the threat has diminished from
the most menacing and aggressive ever seen to a simple discomfort.
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Haiti
1988

0731 Nutrition In Haiti: An Analysis of Problems and Solutions.
Academy for Educational Development, Inc., Washington, D.C. Nancy Mock
etal. September 1988. 113pp.
The major goal of the nutrition assessment was to provide a necessary
description and analysis both of nutritional problems in Haiti and also of the
intervention activities that have been tried to facilitate effective programming
in the nutrition sector, especially in the area of nutrition education programs.
While the original scope of work stressed the assessment of nutritional
problems and their causes, the USAID/Harti Mission was particularly concerned
with the analysis of lessons learned from several decades of highly diverse
nutrition program activities. The output of phase one is a document that
assesses these issues and also provides a list of recommendations as to the
types of nutrition sector activities that should be supported by USAID and
other donors.

Honduras
1988

0844 Agricultural Development Policies In Honduras: A Consumption
Perspective.
Agency for International Development, Washington, D.C. Magdalena Garcia
et al. February 1988.210pp.
Honduras's agricultural economy is assessed from a consumption perspective
in the study, which examines in turn the structure of Honduran agriculture;
trends in production, exports, imports, and prices; the structure of farm
incomes; the availability of nutrients; and the diets of urban and rural
populations. Much of the discussion focuses on pricing and marketing
policies, which are central to both farm incomes and household ability to
satisfy consumption needs. Other policy areas discussed include technology
development/transfer and land use. While agriculture has grown faster than
the rest of the Honduran economy in recent years, the reverse is true over the
longer term (1970-84), and real farm income has actually declined since
1978. Per capita consumption of calories and proteins also seems to have
declined during the period 1970-84; analysis of household food expenditures
indicates serious nutrition problems in poor urban and rural households. Key
policy findings are discussed.
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Reel 9
Honduras cont.

1988 cont.
0001 Central American Insurgent Movements: Impact on Honduran National

Security.
Air War College, Maxwell Air Force Base, Alabama. Marco Julio Rivera. May
1988. 32pp.
This paper explores the origins of the Sandinista revolution in Nicaragua and
the Farabundo Marti insurgent effort in El Salvador. It examines the Contra
movement in opposition to the Sandinista Regime and analyzes the impact
that these conflicts are having on Honduras and what the potential threats are
to Honduran national security. It concludes that Honduras must improve its
armed forces to counter potential threats from hostile governments in
Nicaragua and El Salvador if that is an outcome of the war. Further highlights
include the need for the disarming of Contras if they seek exile in Honduras.
Diplomatic action to handle refugee problems and to settle disputes plus
specific recommendations for modernization of the Honduran Armed Forces
are suggested.

0033 Honduras: Social Costs of a Failure to Adjust
Anita F. Allen Associates and International Science and Technology Institute,
Inc., Washington, D.C. Ernesto Kritz et al. October 1988. 97pp.
Since the creation of the Central American Common Market, Honduras has
remained the weakest trading partner in the association. Increasingly,
economic growth in Honduras has been the result of expansionary fiscal
policy and stimulation of internal demand. Although apparently designed to
protect the income of the population, the policies have had a detrimental
impact on most social groups. All indications point to a substantial deterioration
of the rural-urban terms of trade and a drop in agricultural incomes, particularly
for small basic-grain producers. Despite substantial improvements in the
1970s, social welfare indicators in Honduras still exhibit the poorest record in
Central America. The greatest progress has been achieved in the area of
infant mortality. Another indication of the impact of the crisis can be seen in
the shift in nutritional intake from high- to low-nutrient density foods for a part
of the population, an adaptation to reduced purchasing power. Over the last
two decades, the Honduran government has also sought to address the
problem of a very high illiteracy rate by investing in school infrastructure and
expanding access to the educational system. The policy was successful, at
least in terms of enrollment, but questions may be raised as to the actual
quality of education.
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1989
0130 Future U.S. National Security Strategy with Respect to Honduras and

the Central American Region.
Air War College, Maxwell Air Force Base, Alabama. Gary R. Trafton. May
1989. 67pp.
The study looks at the past and current U.S. national security strategy toward
Central America, focusing on Honduras, the linchpin country of the U.S.
policy. The basis for the national security strategy toward Central America,
the domino theory, is discussed in detail and analyzed for its relevance to the
Central American region. The present-day U.S. policy is found wanting,
calling for a new policy to help Honduras and the Central American region
recover from their severe economic woes. Recommendations for a new U.S.
national security policy toward the Central American region, and for Honduras
in particular, are suggested.

Jamaica
1989

0197 The Effectiveness and Economic Development Impact of Policy-Based
Cash Transfer Programs: The Case of Jamaica, 1981-1987.
Agency for International Development, Washington, D.C. Richmond Allen et
al. June 1989. 73pp.
Section 1 of the report provides a description of recent macroeconomic trends
in Jamaica as background to the study. The cash transfer program is the
subject of Sections 2 and 3, the former describing the program mechanism
and the latter discussing conditionality of funding. The remaining sections
address specific impacts and goals of the Jamaica cash transfer program,
including its relationship to multilateral policy programs and the Jamaican
government's economic policy reform program. The final section contains the
conclusions reached by the evaluation team and an analysis of the policy
dialogue process between the government of Jamaica and the international
policy agencies.

1990
0270 Assessment of the Coffee Industry In Jamaica.

Agency for International Development, Washington, D.C. Dorothy J. Black.
April 13, 1990. 48pp.
The report assesses the Jamaican coffee industry, especially the non-Blue
Mountain coffee sector, with a focus on its potential for expansion and on the
constraints thereto. Topics covered include the industry's history, legal, and
institutional framework and present status; the role of the Coffee Industry
Board and its subsidiaries; deregulation; coffee cooperatives; foreign
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involvement; and planned development over the next five years. Because
Japan purchases around 80 percent of Jamaican coffee, demand is price
inelastic and consistently exceeds supply by a large margin. However,
because Jamaican yields are low and production and processing costs are
high, the coffee grower's average expected return is 22-23 percent. With the
cost of commercial borrowing at over 35 percent, coffee is thus a poor
investment. Expansion of the coffee industry is constrained by a shortage of
long-term financing at reasonable interest rates, especially for small farmers;
high fixed processing costs spread over a low volume of coffee; inadequate
roads in coffee producing areas; a shortage of nursery seedlings; and a lack
of management and leadership in the non-Blue Mountain cooperatives.

Latin America
1987

0318 Overview: Education and Human Resources Development Portfolio In
Latin America and the Caribbean.
Academy for Educational Development, Inc., Washington, D.C. Frances
Hays. October 1987. 64pp.
The critical educational and human resource needs of Latin America and the
Caribbean are a challenge to the donor community. The report presents an
overview of the education sector portfolio of AID'S Bureau for Latin America
and the Caribbean (LAC) and includes major sections on policy context
regional projects and bilateral projects. The policy section summarizes AID
policies on basic education and technical training. The second section
describes two regional projects that make up half the LAC Bureau's portfolio
in education and human resources development: the Caribbean and Latin
American Scholarship Program and the Regional Technical Aid Center
project. The third section discusses the bilateral projects conducted by the
AID missions in each country where AID is active.

1988
0382 South America: U.S. National Interests.

Air Command and Staff College, Maxwell Air Force Base, Alabama. Jose A.
Negron, Jr. April 1988. 40pp.
This study examines the significant force functions (factors) influencing
current and future stability in South America. Major political, economic, and
military force functions are highlighted throughout the document. The study
emphasizes the U.S. military instrument of power in conducting national
security policies.
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0422 Potential for Conflict In South America.
Naval Postgraduate School, Monterey. California. Santiago R. Neville. June
1988. 115pp.
Between 1978 and 1983, a number of violent interstate confrontations in
South America, including the Falklands/Malvinas War, indicated that the
continent was experiencing a period of tension and instability, with a strong
possibility of additional interstate war. Several South American nations were
engaged in armamentism, were internally unstable, and displayed considerable
animosity toward each other. Meanwhile, U.S. ability to play a constructive
security role appeared greatly diminished. This thesis examines conflict in
South America from a historical and contemporary viewpoint, analyzing the
factors that have led to wars in the past and may (or may not) do so in the
future. Geopolitics, militarism, arms races, and boundary disputes are
discussed, as is the U.S. role in the region in the past and present; a
perspective on a broadened U.S. military and policy option is included. The
conclusion is that interstate war is not likely in the foreseeable future,
especially while democratic regimes remain in power.

1989
0537 Latin American Fisheries, 1987.

National Marine Fisheries Service, Washington, D.C. D. Weidner, D.Jacobson,
and F. Quintanilla. January 31, 1989. 45pp.
Latin American fishermen reported a preliminary 1987 catch of 13.7 million
metric tons (t), a decline of about 15 percent from the 15.9 million t caught in
1986. Most of the decline was caused by lower catches of sardine, anchovy,
and other small pelagic species by Peruvian, Chilean, and Ecuadorean
fishermen. Catches were adversely affected by a combination of intense
fishing effort and the 1986-87 El Nino event in the Eastern Pacific. The
regional fisheries catch declined by about the same amount in 1987 as it did
after the massive 1982-83 El Nino event. Latin American fishermen reported
steady catch increases during the 1980s, except in 1983 and 1987 when the
catch was affected by El Niflo events. The total regional catch in 1986 was
approaching the record levels achieved in 1970 before the collapse of the
Peruvian anchovy fishery, but whether Latin American fishermen will be able
to exceed those levels in the future remains to be seen. Latin America is the
second most important fishing region in the world. Fisheries in Latin America
are dominated by Chile and Peru, but Mexico, Brazil, Ecuador, and Argentina
also land large catches. The most significant development in the region since
1980 has been a huge increase in the catch of small pelagics. Latin American
fishermen have increased their catch by about 45 percent compared to the
9.5 million caught in 1980 in spite of two El Nino events.
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0582 OECD Trado with South Amorlca: A Reference Aid.
Central Intelligence Agency, Washington, D.C. January 1989. 131pp.
The publication is one of a series of reference aids that provides the most
recent detailed commodity statistics of OECD trade with different regions of
the world. In the reference aid, data are provided on total OECD trade with
South America, trade of the five largest OECD countries with the region, and
U.S. trade with several key South American countries.
[See also Reel 11, frame 0560.]

0713 Latest Developments In Latin American Fisheries, July-December
1988.
National Marine Fisheries Service, Washington, D.C. D. Weidner, D. Jacobson,
andF. Quintanilla. Februarys, 1989. 88pp.
The Branch of Foreign Fisheries Analysis, National Marine Fisheries Service
(NMFS), prepares a monthly summary highlighting recent developments in
Latin American fisheries. The report covers fishery developments throughout
the region focusing on the more important fishing countries (Argentina, Chile,
Ecuador, Mexico, Peru, and Venezuela), and emphasizes new developments
relating to tuna and shrimpfisheries, new methods or technologies used in the
region's fisheries, and relations with other countries. To provide timely data,
the report relies heavily on unconfirmed press reports from the countries
involved. Many items deal with controversial issues whose relative merits
NMFS cannot determine.

0801 A Foreign Development Assistance Strategy for Latin America.
U.S. Army War College, Carlisle Barracks, Pennsylvania. John C. Everson.
March 14, 1989.37pp.
For the past forty years, the United States has used foreign assistance as a
powerful instrument to lead the free world in the effort to contain the spread
of communism and to underwrite the growth of democracy. Our foreign
assistance strategy has changed many times through the years to reflect
changed U.S. security interests and priorities; as the nation prepares to enter
the next century, it needs to reassess national goals and priorities in light of
emerging short-and long-term threats. The increasingly serious problems in
Latin America threaten to destabilize the security of this hemisphere if not
checked. Population explosion and failing economies eventually will bring
social and political turmoil on an unimaginable scale. Powerful drug cartels
distort the democratic process and growth of a number of Latin American
countries today. More significantly, they supply the narcotics that poison U.S.
society. Not since the Alliance for Progress has the United States affirmed
that its long-term interests were closely linked to the stability and growth of this
region. This papersuggests that we must renewoureffortsto support national
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development in Latin America and proposes adopting a revitalized foreign
development assistance strategy that includes an expanded role for the U.S.
military in that effort. It examines the process of national development and
argues the significant need for increased U.S. military efforts in the region.
Finally, it recommends some key elements to consider when formulating a
national foreign development assistance strategy.

0838 Drugs in the Americas: Their Influence on International Relations.
U.S. Army War College, Carlisle Barracks. Pennsylvania. Carlos Garcia
Priant. March 31, 1989. 28pp.
With the increasing drug problem in the Americas, it is necessary to analyze
the social impact of production, trafficking, and demand for drugs. Further, we
should examine how this problem has damaged the relations between the
United States and Latin America. This study seeks, by means of an appraisal
of the drug problem's historical background, to understand why Latin American
countries are used for sowing and production; why trafficking is so difficult to
interdict; and how the U.S. demand influences this phenomenon. The paper
also will show the effect of this on U.S.-Latin American relations. Finally,
recommendations are made concerning steps that both the United States
and Latin America might take to diminish damages to hemispheric societies
caused by illegal drugs.

0866 The Drug War Down South: Gaining Moral Ascendency In the Americas.
U.S. Army War College, Carlisle Barracks, Pennsylvania. Thomas J. Barrett.
April 6, 1989.43pp.
Suppression of illicit drug trafficking in source and transit countries in the
Americas has been an important part of the U.S. war on drugs. It is a part of
the war we are losing. U.S.-supporfed efforts to block production and
shipment of illicit drugs are a failure. Drug trafficking in the Americas is
flourishing, and Central Intelligence Agency estimates indicate nonstop
expansion of the cocoa industry. This study reviews counter-drug programs
in our hemisphere and proposes a revised U.S. strategy. To forge a new
strategy the study considers centers of gravity, the imperatives of low
intensity conflict, and the'remarkable trinity' of the government, the commander
and the army, and the people that, according to Clausewitz, defines the
character of any 'war.' The study suggests U.S. strategic objectives should
emphasize support for democracy and economic development and eliminate
crop eradication and certain other antidrug initiatives. A revamped role forthe
U.S. military stressing foreign internal defense and nation building is also
proposed. The overarching goal is to gain moral ascendency in the drug war
in the Americas.
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Reel 10
Latin America cont.

1989 cont.
0001 U.S.-Latln American Relations beyond Cuba, Panama, Nicaragua, and

El Salvador.
Naval War College, Newport, Rhode Island. Jorge Swett. May 9,1989.42pp.
An analysis of future problems in U.S.-Latin American relations is pursued by
focusing in the foreign policy objectives of U.S. diplomacy. Primarily the
problems of the ten countries of South America are considered since it is felt
by the author that those of Central America are well known and do not need
further analysis. The coming elections in Argentina, Brazil, Chile, and Peru
pose distinct threats to stability. Economic difficulties, especially foreign debt,
inflation, low growth rates, and poverty are the major challenges facing most
of the region. Lack of mutual understanding and cooperation has worked
against positive and constructive policies. The drug problems will continue to
be a major source of friction. Democracy will return to the region but will not
solve any of the major problems facing most South American countries.

0043 The Latin American Reaction to the United States Involvement In Latin
American Affairs.
U. S. Army War College, Carlisle Barracks, Pennsylvania. Jose A. Ocasio and
Luis C. Zorrilla. May 9, 1989. 74pp.
What are the Latin American reactions to the U.S. involvement in Latin
American affairs? Are such reactions expressed in a supportive, indifferent,
hostile, or cooperative attitude? Throughout its history, the United States has
been involved constantly in Latin American affairs. These involvements
range from economic assistance to direct military intervention, including the
use of American troops. Each time the United States gets involved, the Latin
American countries express their views and observations based on the
nature of the event. To demonstrate such reaction and determine if a trend
of Latin American opinion toward the United States has been established, it
is best to examine several incidents in which the United States has directly
intervened in Latin American affairs. This analysis of historical events will
answer the questions posed above. Such examination will be the basis for a
comparison of Latin American responses to several examples of U.S.
intervention in Latin America.
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0117 U.S. Strategic and Critical Materials Imports: Dependency and
Vulnerability. The Latin American Alternative.
Naval'WarCollege. Newport, Rhode Island JorgeL Colombo. May 31,1989.
50pp.
In time of war or during a national emergency, it will be necessary for the
United States to minimize dependence on extra hemisphere supply. This
paper examines the extent to which current suppliers of strategic and critical
imported minerals and petroleum, received from outside the American
continent, could be superseded with Latin American sources, including the
Caribbean, Central, and South America. The paper concludes that this
substitution of trade would be a desirable course of action now, to be pursued
in peacetime, not only for the United States but also for the Latin American
states as well. This paper lists the strategic and critical imported materials for
the United States and identifies current supply sources; determines to what
extent current supply sources could be replaced by Latin American ones;
identifies major U.S. policy changes that would be required to make new trade
arrangements suitable, feasible, and acceptable; and proposes conclusions,
which are related to the future of the U.S. strategic stockpiling and to the
improvement of the Latin American sources of supply.

0167 Security Assistance: What Is Its Proper Role In the Low-Intensity
Conflicts In Latin America?
Air War College, Maxwell Air Force Base, Alabama. Jerry L Harville. May
1989. 59pp.
This study offers a basic outline of what security assistance is and who the
major players are. It then identifies what the U.S. objectives are in Latin
America and briefly looks at the history of security assistance in Latin
America. The paper discusses how security assistance should be used, who
should control it, plus how much and what type should be provided. The study
then examines specific recommendations relating to improving the security
assistance program. Conclusions and recommendations follow.

0226 Latin America's Debt Crisis: A United States Foreign Policy Challenge.
Air War College, Maxwell Air Force Base, Alabama. Gilbert A. Engel, Jr. May
1989. 70pp.
A review of traditional U.S. national interests in Latin America and how they
have changed since the 1960s, this report introduces a characterization of
Latin America today and the extent of the debt crisis that threatens the
region's democratic governments. The author then analyzes and assesses
two past Latin American policy initiatives—the Alliance for Progress (1961)
and the Baker Plan (1985). Using lessons learned from these two programs
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and the current national and international environment, the author recommends
a regional policy strategy to help resolve Latin America's debt crisis and
further U.S. regional interests.

0296 Latest Developments In Latin American Fisheries, January-June 1989.
National Marine Fisheries Service. Washington, D. C. D. Weidner, D. Jacobson,
andF. Quintanilla. August 24, 1989. 77pp.
The report covers fishery developments throughout Latin America, focusing
on the more important fishing countries (Argentina, Chile, Ecuador, Mexico,
Peru, and Venezuela), and pays special attention to new developments
relating to tuna and shrimpfisheries, new methods or technologies used in the
region's fisheries, and relations with other countries. To provide timely data,
the report relies heavily on unconfirmed press reports from the countries
involved. Many items deal with controversial issues whose relative merits
National Marine Fisheries Service cannot determine.

0373 Quick Reference Guide to Private Sector Initiatives In Latin American
and the Caribbean.
International Science and Technology Institute, Inc., Arlington, Virginia.
David J. Ely, Kristin J. Roth, and Michelle A. Mendez. September 1989.
272pp.
The purpose of the quick reference guide is to provide a description of the
Latin America and Caribbean Bureau's (LAC) private sector projects and
programs for the USAID. The information represents the current status of the
LAC private sector portfolio. An update of the 1988 document, the 1989
catalog details new projects for FY 89 and FY 90 as well as ongoing private
sector projects previously not included.

1990
0645 The Impact of Contemporary Conflicts between Latin American Nations

on Regional Stability and Cooperation.
U.S. Army War College, Carlisle Barracks, Pennsylvania. Brian H. Chermol.
February 12, 1990. 82pp.
Throughout its history, Latin America has been embroiled in a series of armed
confrontations and conflicts between its member states. Many of the disputes
that have led to confrontations during the past five decades can be traced
back to historical animosities that started soon after the nations became
independent. An analysis has been made of five contemporary conflicts and
their historical antecedents: Venezuela vs. Colombia (sea boundary); Chile
vs. Peru-Bolivia (desert boundary); Ecuador vs. Peru (Amazon basin
boundary); Honduras vs. El Salvador (migratory boundary); and Honduras
vs. Nicaragua (ideological and territorial boundary). After a review of the
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histories and dimensions of these conflicts, it was concluded that they had a
strong economic component and that each of these conflicts had impacted on
economic development within the region. The failure to resolve these
disputes has prevented improved regional relations and cooperation in the
economic, political, and military spheres and poses a threat to peace in the
region. All of the conflicts analyzed are capable of resolution, and negotiations
are underway to produce equitable solutions. It is recommended that the
United States support such negotiations but not seek a role as mediator in
these disputes, allowing instead the United Nations or the Organization of
American States to assume that role.

0727 Latin American Countries' Debt and Ms Influence on Their Armed
Forces as They Attempt to Maintain the Stability and Security of the
Region.
U.S. Army War College, Carlisle Barracks, Pennsylvania. Omar A. Pacheco.
March 21, 1990. 46pp.
Latin America and the Caribbean countries have collectively achieved a level
of economic development that places the region in an intermediate position
between industrialized countries and the rest of the developing world. With a
land area of one-sixth of the world's total, the region is rich in material
resources. The area is so vast that the full extent of its resources has not been
fully assessed. Despite an apparent abundance of resources, the region's
economic and social development has been the subject of considerable
attention. This became particularly apparent in late 1982, when Mexico
announced to the foreign banks that it was unable to meet payments of its
public sector debt. This pronouncement was later made by other countries in
the region. Private banks, world banking institutions, and the U.S. government
began focusing attention on Latin American debt because of the serious
consequences that the crisis could have on its financial and economic
institutions. Yet, looking at the social and political problems that Latin
American countries are facing today, it is reasonable to say that stability and
security remain the main concerns of the regional leaders. The U.S. government
shares this concern because the problem is found in its own backyard. Today,
the armed forces of the Latin American nations are the guarantors of their
democratic institutions and as a consequence have become a major factor for
maintaining security and stability in the region. This paper analyzes the debt
crisis in the general context and how its disastrous consequences are
affecting the economies, people, institutions, and particularly the armed
forces of Latin American countries. It is not the intention to make the United
States appear solely responsible for the Latin American debt. All negative
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consequences related to this issue should convince the reader that there are
common problems and shared responsibilities for which Latin American
countries and the U.S. government must commit efforts to achieve mutual
benefits.

0773 A Report on Women In the Legal Profession In Latin America: An
Assessment of Guatemala, Costa Rica, and Peru.
Management Sciences for Development, Inc., Washington, D.C. Philip G.
Vargas. April 15, 1990. 159pp.
Latin American law schools have made great strides in increasing women's
enrollment, with women now comprising about half of entering students.
Nonetheless, as evidenced by the study of the justice systems in Costa Rica,
Guatemala, and Peru, and women's status in the legal professions of these
countries, Latin American women still face considerable obstacles to
advancement in the field of law. Five key problems are identified. (1) Latin
American culture is steeped in sexism, with women relegated to the roles of
homemaker and mother. (2) Many female law school graduates do not go on
to practice because of commitments to childrearing and a lack of day care
services. (3) Private law firms have strong prejudices against hiring women.
(4) Although more women are hired by the public sector, they are treated as
outsiders and often passed over for promotions. (5) Contempt for women in
the legal profession is especially strong in the more remote outlying areas,
where justice systems are mostf ragile. Recommendations focus on strategies
to motivate and enable women practitioners to help themselves as they
support and learn from one another.

0932 Civic Action Versus Counterlnsurgency and Low Intensity Conflict In
Latin America: The Case for Dellnkage.
U.S. Army War College, Carlisle Barracks, Pennsylvania. Regina Gaillard.
April 25, 1990. 26pp.
This essay argues that civic action should once again be a topic that inflames
our hearts and minds. The author points out that with "peace breaking out" in
much of the world, and with shrinking U.S. military budgets, civic actions and
humanitarian and civic assistance by U.S. military personnel hold the promise
of meaningful training opportunities and the use of force structure. Moreover,
civic assistance projects can advance the interest of the United States in
supporting democracy throughout a Third World that is increasingly unable
to pay for development commercially. But the author finds that these
opportunities are opening at a time when civic action is severely constrained
by law and misunderstood by the public, both in the United States and in Latin
America. Using the history of the civic action concept as applied to Latin
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America, the author examines the linkage between civic action and
counterinsurgency/low intensity conflict and delineates a framework for the
future in the form of a new U.S. Development Corps, which would be
structured to avoid the political and doctrinal pitfalls that have marked the
history of the civic action concept.

Reel 11
Latin America cont.

1990 cont.
0001 Promoting Trade and Investment In Constrained Environments: AID

Experience In Latin America and the Caribbean.
Louis Berger International, Inc.. Washington, D.C. May 1990. 100pp.
The report reviews fifteen trade and investment projects for the AID in Latin
America and the Caribbean. The report classifies the fifteen projects according
to three generic types: the transmitter approach, the facilitator approach, and
the promoter approach. The report concludes that the promoter approach
seems best suited to the weak productive structure and volatile policy
environments within which AID projects typically operate. The three major
strengths of the promoter approach are its high degree of targeting, its focus
on demonstrating project impacts early on, and its flexibility in allowing project
managers to change the objectives, scope, and level of funding of a project
in response to market forces.

0101 U.S.-Funded Rural Finance Activities In Latin America and the
Carrlbbean, 1942-1990: A New Strategy for the 1990s.
Agency for International Development, Washington, D.C. Dale W. Adams.
July 13, 1990. 110pp.
Rural finance programs have been an important part of U.S. bilateral
assistance efforts in Latin America for several decades. The study examines
the performance of these activities from 1942-1990 and outlays a new
strategy for the AID to pursue during the 1990s. AID'S most effective efforts
have been in encouraging liberalization of financial market policies. In
addition, the agency has largely backed away from using financial markets to
handle income transfers, placed more emphasis on viable financial institutions,
and sponsored research in afew countries that is useful in policy dialogue and
financial market assessments. In the future AID should add a position to
coordinate and backstop mission programs in rural finance; undertake less
targeted lending; prepare sector studies of rural financial markets, including
informal mechanisms; design sector projects aimed at improving overall
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performance of rural financial markets; emphasize deposit mobilization in
rural finance programs; and conduct long-term dialogue with local decision
makers on controversial issues in rural finance.

0211 Guide to Computer Hardware and Software Markets In Latin America.
International Trade Administration, Washington, D.C. R. Clay Woods and
Maria de la Guard/a. July 1990. 319pp.
The report covers twenty-two countries in South and Central America and the
Caribbean Basin. Its purpose is to inform U.S. companies of the opportunities
and barriers to exporting hardware and software to the region. Exporters can
use the information to assess the potential of the whole region or of one
country; to compare market characteristics across countries; to evaluate
trade and investment barriers; and to plan market strategies. The publication
is divided into four sections: country reports, country comparison tables,
export licensing regulations, and information sources.

1991
0530 The Andean Initiative: A Faulty Campaign In the War on Drugs.

Naval War College, Newport, Rhode Island. NoelB. Bergeron. February 11,
1991. 30pp.
This paper is an analysis of the five-year Andean Initiative of the 1989
Presidential Anti-Drug Program, which provides increased law enforcement,
military, and economic assistance to Bolivia, Colombia, and Peru in an
attempt to eradicate cocaine within these source countries. The program has
a heavy military assistance emphasis aimed at increasing the capability and
the will of the host nations to combat the drug trade. The paper discusses the
shortcomings and potential detrimental effects of the program's lopsided
military emphasis. It includes an overview of the military's role, specific
program elements, and drug trade problems in the source nations. It also
examines past program ineffectiveness, possible consequences and
implications of similar future programs, and includes criticism of the lack of
simultaneous programs to address associated political, economic, and social
problems.

0560 OECD Trade with South America: A Reference Aid.
Central Intelligence Agency, Washington, D.C. March 1991. 132pp.
The publication is one of a series of reference aids that provides the most
recent detailed commodity statistics of OECD trade with different regions of
the world. Iceland, New Zealand, Portugal, and Turkey are excluded. In the
reference aid, data is provided on total OECD trade with South America, trade
of the five largest OECD countries with the region, and U.S. trade with several
key South American countries.
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0692 The Military Implications of Canada's New Latin American Policy.
U. S. Army War College, Carlisle Barracks, Pennsylvania. A. M. Brown. March
12, 1991. 42pp.
In November of 1989, the Canadian government announced that it had
conducted a review of Canadian foreign relations with the countries in the
southern portion of the western hemisphere. As a result, a single cohesive
foreign policy for the region based upon trade, development, and closer
multilateral relations was enunciated. The government moved quickly to join
the Organization of American States and to undertake initiatives in Latin
America. This approach to the region reversed almost eighty years of
cautious and often indecisive Latin American relations. The Canadian Armed
Forces have always been used as an instrument of national domestic and
foreign policy. This paper outlines the new policy and the potential military
implications of such an approach to the region.

0734 Security Assistance In Latin America: Paradox and Dilemma.
Naval War College, Newport, Rhode Island. Robert M. Newnam. June 21,
1991. 33pp.
Current security assistance efforts in Latin America are hampered by a
diffusion of effort caused by vague, often conflicting national policy. The
operational result at the country level is a set of paradoxical situations: the
conflicting demands of stability and democracy, subordination of regional
concerns to country issues, the problem of nation-building and military
instruments, and an artificial separation of military and economic aid. This
paper offers, as a partial solution, the suggestion of a rudimentary Security
Assistance Decision Model to help refine and articulate concrete and attainable
military goals. This model would address specific questions from the country
team and allow amplification by each succeeding command layer. The final
document would provide a working tool at every level for operational
implementation of broad policy goals.

Mexico
1988

0767 Mexico: The Ultimate Domino.
Air War College, Maxwell Air Force Base, Alabama. John C. Mangels. May
1988. 41pp.
Critical examination of congressional testimony and popular press assertions
that Mexico's financial and political condition make it ripe for Marxist exploitation
and therefore a threat to U.S. security are presented. Remarks on the
historical relationship between the United States and Mexico are followed by
an analysis of five key issues confronting the two countries: foreign debt,
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trade, migration, illegal drugs, and foreign policy. The outlook for Mexican
political stability is evaluated. The author concludes that Mexico's financial
condition presents near-term challenges, but its progress toward recovery,
economic potential, and inherent democratic outlook make predictions of
political collapse and an eminentthreatto U.S. security overstated. Suggested
U.S. actions to further strengthen bilateral ties are provided.

0808 Whither Elite Cohesion In Mexico: A Comment.
Rand Corporation, Santa Monica, California. David Ronfeldt. November
1988. 21pp.
For decades, Mexico has had a phenomenally cohesive ruling elite known as
the "revolutionary family." Its outstanding feature used to be its ability to
encompass a wide range of personalities, interests, sectors, and ideological
tendencies. The diversity of the family's membership sometimes gave way to
serious infighting, but a broadly shared commitment to principles of balance,
equilibrium, and mutual accommodation generally worked to preserve elite
cohesion. The result was a uniquely Mexican system that could occupy and
control all relevant political space. It was highly centralized. But it was also
broad-based; it cut across diverse regions, classes, sectors, institutions, and
ideologies. Both the centralizing and the cross-cutting capabilities of the
system were important for elite cohesion. The term "revolutionary family" is
still used to refer to Mexico's political elite. But so many changes have
occurred that this family no longer exists in its classic form. The political elite
is in the throes of a dramatic transformation. Elite cohesion, far from being
assured, has become a major uncertainty. Against this background, this
paper comments on some trends in the political elite and connections
between elite change and institutional change in Mexico. The focus is on the
problem of cohesion, including the mechanisms whereby balance and
equilibrium, control and cooptation, get played out. A few speculations are
offered about the future, and a few issues are mentioned that may prove
particularly cohesive or divisive during the next administration in Mexico.

1989
0829 OECD Trade with Mexico and Central America: A Reference Aid.

Central Intelligence Agency, Washington, D.C. January 1989. 115pp.
The publication is one of a series of reference aids that provides the most
recent detailed commodity statistics of OECD trade with different regions of
the world. In the reference aid, data are provided on total OECD trade with
Mexico and Central America, trade of the five largest OECD countries with the
region, and U.S. trade with Mexico and several key Central American
countries.
[See also Reel 12, frame 0741.]
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0944 Tha Future of tha Mexican Political System.
Naval Postgraduate School, Monterey, California. Bryan Craig Kelley. March
1989. 150pp.
This thesis is an assessment of the viability and sustainability of the Mexican
corporatist political system instituted in 1929. What is the future of Mexican
politics over the next twenty years? Since 1929, this system of government
has been the most stable in Latin America. There have been no presidential
assassinations, no military coups, and no early departures from office, all the
above being accomplished with a judicious blend of repression and co-
optation. However, there are signs that the flexibility of this system is no longer
sufficient to maintain government in its current form. Through a look at the
causes of the 1911 revolution, the resulting political structure, the current
problems, and the attempts at reform, what becomes apparent is that some
type of change seems almost unavoidable. Just what this change might be,
to include the timing and form of said change, is the focus of this thesis.

Reel 12
Mexico cont.

1989 cont.
0001 Government Intervention In tha Mexican Crop Sector.

U.S. Economic Research Service, Washington, D.C. Myles J. Mielke.
September 1989. 24pp.
Although Mexican agriculture is still regulated by nontariff barriers and
domestic price controls, there has been some movement toward liberalization
during the 1980s. There was less regulation of wheat and sesame seed in
1986 and 1987 than in previous years, for example. To simulate a gradual
reduction in government intervention of the agricultural sector, a likely result
of the current General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT) negotiations,
this report modeled a 50 percent reduction in Mexico's producer price
subsidies over five years. Preliminary results indicate a substantial effect on
the production and trade of corn and sorghum, but a relatively small effect on
soybeans.

1990
0025 Crisis and Legitimacy: The Role of the Mexican Military In Politics and

Society.
University of Virginia, Charlottesville, Virginia. Richard J. Kilroy, Jr. January
1990. 297pp.
This study first examines the military's historical roots in Mexico from its pre-
Colombian heritage to the present. The intent of the historical analysis is to
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search for causes and insights that provide continuity of character within the
Mexican military as an institution and to evaluate the degree to which the
military responds to crisis in Mexican society. The suggested thesis is that the
military plays a key political role by serving to restore equilibrium when the
regime's legitimacy is challenged, either externally or internally. The model
offered for understanding the military's role in politics and society in Mexico
is that of the Armed Party. In the process of developing civil supremacy, the
armed forces assumed a subservient role within the regime, rather than apart
from it as an independent, professionalized military. The political role of the
military was defused, not defeated, and has resurfaced during crisis events
that threaten the regime's hegemony. This dissertation focuses on events
since 1982 and the current regime crisis. The military's role and responses
to contemporary political and economic challenges are evaluated against the
Armed Party model, suggesting that the model is still a valid method for
understanding Mexico's record of civil supremacy over the military during the
last sixty years.

0322 Mexican Oil: Its History, Development, and Future.
U.S. Army War College, Carlisle Barracks, Pennsylvania. Ricardo Koller.
April 2, 1990.85pp.
Oil has been an important resource in the modernization of Mexico. Most of
Mexican economic development since petroleum nationalization has been
based on this strategic source of energy by means of exploitation and
exportation. Postrevolutionary governments have relied primarily on petroleum
to accomplish the political, social, and economic aims set forth in the
Constitution of 1917. Oil revenues have allowed Mexican governments to
pursue domestic political, social, and economic goals and also ambitious
foreign political and economic policies. This paper begins by describing the
history of Mexican oil, focusing mainly on analyzing problems, goals achieved,
development, and oil policies since the oil nationalization in 1938 by General
Lazaro Cardenas. Facts and policies related to the boom and crisis of the
1970s and 1980s are also analyzed, as are efforts made in the 1980s and
1990s to save the country from the economic crisis. Current oil policies are
reviewed and conclusions given.

0407 Fisheries In Mexico: Annual Industrial Outlook Report, 1989.
American Embassy, Mexico City, Mexico. E. Hicks and H. Ness. April 18,
1990. 32pp.
The Mexican 1989 fisheries catch and aquaculture harvest increased 9
percent from 1988, reaching 1.5 million metric tons (t). Aquaculture harvests
decreased 5 percent to a total of 174,000 tons. Several capture fisheries also
declined during 1989, including anchovy, shark, dogfish, grouper, mullet,
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carp, and mojarra. Natural fluctuations in stocks are the principal reason for
the decline. The parastatal fleet sale, the down-time imposed on the fleet due
to extended negotiations for the transfer of the parastatal processing plants,
and lack of financing are among the main problems affecting the fishing
industry. Poor weather prediction capabilities, natural disasters, and lack of
preventive maintenance were other problems encountered. Even so, the
catch of several species increased. The 1989 shrimp catch increased 2
percent, the tuna catch from the Eastern Tropical Pacific Ocean increased
11 percent, and finf ish landings from the Gulf of Mexico increased 16 percent.
Geographicdistribution of the 1988 catch followed traditional patterns. Pacific
Coast states accounted for 77 percent of the total national fisheries output
and the Gulf of Mexico and Caribbean states for only 21 percent. Seafood
production increased 3 percent, while the production of marine products for
indirect human consumption and industrial needs increased 15 and 84
percent, respectively.

0439 Enterprise In Mexico: A Strategic Approach to Private Sector Family
Planning.
John Snow, Inc., Arlington, Virginia. John P. Skibiak. August 1990. 29pp.
In 1986, the AID initiated a program to help Mexican private sector organizations
develop and deliver high-quality family planning (FP) services. The program
has two major components. A workplace component has collaborated with
private sector employers and nongovernmental FP organizations to expand
company-based FP programs. Results have included dramatic declines in
work force pregnancy rates, substantial savings to the companies, and a
gradual but growing demand on the part of employers for FP services.
Currently, the employers cover all recurrent costs of the workplace-based
programs. The program's market-based component has led to two distinct
developments. The first was the creation of a self-sustaining business,
PROTA, to procure and distribute intrauterine devices (lUDs) to private
doctors and clinics for resale to poor and middle income people nationwide.
The second achievement was the establishment of private sector community
clinics in economically marginal neighborhoods.

0468 Industrial Effects of a Free Trade Agreement between Mexico and the
USA.
Interindustry Economic Research Fund, Inc., College Park, Maryland. Clopper
Almon. September 15, 1990. 232pp.
The study attempts to quantify the effects on individual industries of a free
trade agreement (FTA) between the United States and Mexico. The influences
studied are those that stem directly from the removal of tariffs and various
forms of import licensing on both sides. Broader questions—such as the
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stimulusto productivity in both countries in industries now enjoying protection,
increased foreign investment in Mexico, induced changes in the exchange
rate, or reductions of barriers to third countries—have not been studied. The
study is conducted with the aid of two linked multisectoral macroeconomic
models, M1MEX for Mexico and LIFT for the United States. The study shows
(a) that the effect of removing tariffs was larger than the effect of removing the
non-tariff barriers and (b) that the stimulus to U.S. exports is greater than to
Mexican exports. Given that most of the tariffs and nontar'rff barriers were on
the Mexican side, this result is not surprising.

0700 The Mexican Wheat Market and Trade Prospects.
Economic Research Service, Washington, D.C. MylesJ. Mielke. September
1990. 41pp.
Faced with slow economic growth, falling petroleum revenues, and growing
debt payments, the Mexican government has changed the direction of its
economic policies, including liberalization of both domestic and trade policies.
Mexican agriculture, including the wheat sector, will likely be affected by
reforms in trade policy and gradual elimination of consumer and producer
subsidies. Reforms will alter domestic and international price relationships
and influence production and consumption decisions in various agricultural
sectors. The report analyzes and projects Mexican wheat supply and demand
conditions in a liberalizing policy environment.

1991
0741 OECD Trade with Mexico and Central America: A Reference Aid.

Central Intelligence Agency, Washington, D.C. March 1991. 115pp.
The publication is one of a series of reference aids that provides the most
recent detailed commodity statistics of OECD trade with different regions of
the world. Iceland, New Zealand, Portugal, and Turkey are excluded. In the
reference aid, data are provided on total OECD trade with Mexico and Central
America, trade of the five largest OECD countries with the region, and U.S.
trade with Mexico and several key Central American countries.

0856 Mexico: Its Economic, Political, and Social Situation and Its Implications
for the United States.
U.S. Army War College, Carlisle Barracks, Pennsylvania. Jesus Hernandez
Ojeda. April 25, 1991. 34pp.
There may not be any integrative agreements formally binding the United
States and Mexico together, but a great deal of interdependence does exist
between them. Sociologically, about 10 percent of the U.S. population is of
Mexican ancestry and share Mexico's cultural values and attributes.
Economically, the United States is the source or destination of almost two
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thirds of Mexico's foreign trade as well as being the major source of
technology and foreign investment for Mexico. Politically, the two countries
share similar ideologies and objectives. There is divergence in the stage of
economic development, in income distribution and consumerism, in culture,
and in many other aspects of life in the two countries. But such differences do
not detract from the basic invisible integration that exists between them. The
overriding integrative tendencies can allow for an expanding and mutually
beneficial relationship for the two countries in the economic, political, and
social areas. Free trade, cooperation in the drug war, and better understanding
of economic and health problems indicate positive trends for the near term.

0890 U.S. Exports to Mexico: A State-by-State Overview, 1987-1990.
International Trade Administration, Washington, D.C. Georg M. Mehletal.
August 1991. 74pp.
The report provides detailed statistics on state exports to Mexico in 1990 and
updates the April 1991 publication covering the years 1987-89. The update
is being issued in response to continuing heavy demand for current data on
U.S. merchandise trade with Mexico. The first section provides a brief
overview of key trends, followed by a series of summary statistical tables. The
last section provides, for each state and its industries, one-page profiles of
1987-90 exports to Mexico. For each state, there is a graph comparing recent
export growth to Mexico with export growth to the rest of the world. Data
utilized in the report were furnished by the Massachusetts Institute for Social
and Economic Research (MISER) of the University of Massachusetts at
Amherst.

Reel 13
Nicaragua

1988
0001 Nlcaraguan Security Policy. Trends and Projections.

Rand Corporation, Santa Monica, California. Gordon McCormick et al.
January 1988. 92pp.
This report considers the security challenges that Nicaragua might pose to
U.S. interests in Central America in the years ahead. It begins with the
assumption that the Sandinista regime will complete the process of political
consolidation with Soviet and Cuban assistance, relatively unhindered by the
Contra resistance or U.S. policy, while Central America remains insecure.
The analysis focuses on examining future Nicaraguan behavior in four areas:
(1) support for revolutionary insurgency in the region, (2) support for
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international terrorism, (3) the development of Nicaragua's conventional
military establishment, and (4) the ways in which the Soviet Union might
attempt to use Nicaraguan bases and facilities to establish a military presence
on the Central American mainland. The authors suggest that, if their
assumptions hold true, Nicaragua is likely to pose a more serious and
complex problem for U.S. interests in Central American than has heretofore
been expected.

1989
0093 The Nicaraguan Resistance and U.S. Policy: Report on a May 1987

Conference Held in Santa Monica, California.
Rand Corporation, Santa Monica, California. David Ronfeldt and Brian
Jenkins. June 1989. 88pp.
This report presents the results of a 1987 Rand conference on "Nicaraguan
Resistance and U.S. Policy Implications." The conference, part of Rand's
Western Hemisphere Forum, included presentations on (1) background of
the resistance and U.S. support for it, (2) the strategic poverty of the Reagan
administration's vision regarding Nicaragua, (3) the Nicaraguan resistance in
transition, (4) Sandinista strategy, and (5) diplomatic-political options in
Nicaragua. The conference participants had varied background in official
diplomatic and military capacities and in political activism, policy analysis, or
policy-oriented research.

1990
0181 United States Foreign Policy toward Nicaragua.

U.S. Army War College, Carlisle Barracks, Pennsylvania. James M. Grant.
March 23, 1990. 48pp.
Democracy and stability have been U.S. objectives for Central America
throughout this century. For the past fifty-four years Nicaragua has stood as
an obstacle to these objectives. From 1936-1979 Nicaragua was ruled by a
family of ruthless dictators. The Somozas, while friendly to the United States,
led an oppressive government with little respect for human rights. In 1979,
Somoza was overthrown by the Sandinistas, who established a Marxist-
Leninist government unfriendly to the United States. In April 1990, the
Sandinistas will relinquish power to the freely elected government of Violeta
Chamorro and her National Opposition Union coalition party. The purpose of
this paper is to look at the U.S. relationship with the governments of Somoza
and the Sandinistas. The paper focuses on how the instruments of power
were utilized to support U.S. interests and how those interests changed over
the years. This review of the U.S.-Somoza relationship builds a foundation
for understanding the 1980s. The final chapter offers a personal perspective
of the author as well as some recommendations for the future.
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0229 The Contras as a U.S. Political Instrument and Their Impact on Central
American Countries.
U.S. Army War College, Carlisle Barracks, Pennsylvania. Jose N. Lara.
April 11, 1990.40pp.
In Nicaragua, after the Sandinista overthrow of the Somoza dictatorship, a
Marxist-Leninist government was established. The new government became
a threat not only to the neighboring countries but also to the U.S. national
interests of keeping the peace and promoting democracy in the area plus
stopping the Soviet ideological expansionism in the region. The United States
decided to use the Contras (Nicaraguan resistance) as a political instrument
in order to overthrow the regime or compel it to come back to a democracy.
The purpose of this study is to examine the dimensions of this strategy and
its impact on Central American countries.

0269 Sandinista Counterlnsurgency Tactics.
U.S. Army Command and General Staff College, Fort Leavenworth, Kansas.
James M. McCarl, Jr. June 1, 1990. 169pp.
This study describes the organization of the primary Sandinista
counter-insurgency organizations, the tactics they employed against the
Contras, and the influence of many factors in the development of these
organizations and their tactical doctrine. These include the Sandinista's
experience as guerrilla fighters, the military influence of the Soviet Union and
Cuba, the impact of the Contra and U.S. military threats, the military aspects
of terrain and weather, and the effects of tactical and strategic time factors.
Much of the material is from primary sources, and the study contains original
tactical diagrams derived from these sources. The study concludes that the
Soviets and Cubans played a central role in shaping these tactics and
organizations through their military advisers in Nicaragua and with the
provision of substantial military equipment. Nonetheless, the other factors
listed above caused the Sandinistas to modify the Soviet/Cuban doctrine to
their own needs.

0438 Private Sector Agricultural Organizations In Nicaragua: Problems and
Opportunities.
Agricultural Cooperative Development International, Washington, D.C. David
Fedderjohn, Charles Oberbeck, and James Roof. November 1990. 49pp.
The performance of Nicaraguan agriculture has deteriorated over the last
decade. The report assesses the potential of the country's private sector for
reversing this stagnant performance. Stress is laid on the potential role of the
commodity associations affiliated with the Agricultural Producers Union of
Nicaragua (UPAN 1C)—especially the associations for coffee, rice, livestock,
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and dairy production—by reason of their cohesiveness, strong leadership,
good representation, and experience in providing self-sustaining services.
Three traditional farm service cooperatives are also evaluated. Areas of
potential assistance coalesce with key sector constraints: uncertainty regarding
the new government's plan to transfer ownership of lands confiscated by the
Sandinistas and privatize agricultural parastatals; the private sector's lack of
access to technology and credit; a weak market structure and poor linkages
between input suppliers and producers; lack of trained technicians and
managers; and uncertainty regarding government stability.

Panama
1988

0487 The Strategic Value of the Panama Canal: Value Versus Cost.
Naval Postgraduate School, Monterey, California. Francis Fitz Randolph.
June 1988. 71pp.
Using the ideas of Alfred Thayer Mahan to define the national interest, this
thesis analyzes the strategic value of the Panama Canal to the United States.
The analysis is based on a review of the historic value and cost of the isthmus
to the power that has controlled it. This review demonstrates that the canal
is a valuable component of U.S. sea power. The final chapter of this study
discusses the future of the canal. Strategic planners should assume that the
canal will be available to the U nited States in wartime until the year 2000. After
the year 2000, unless the United States is able to extend its base rights in
Panama, the canal will probably not be available during wartime, thus
weakening U.S. power projection capability.

1989
0558 Permanent Neutrality and the Panama Canal after 1999.

U.S. Army War College, Carlisle Barracks, Pennsylvania. Robert J.
Sanders, Jr. March 31, 1989. 42pp.
The transfer of all responsibility for the operation and maintenance of the
Panama Canal to the Republic of Panama on 31 December 1999 marks the
end of an era and the beginning of a new chapter in U.S.-Panamanian
relations. Underthe terms of theTreaty Concerning the Permanent Neutrality
and Operation of the Panama Canal, the United States and Panama agreed
that the canal would be operated in accordance with a regime of permanent
neutrality. The United States retains the right to expeditious transit and
unilateral action in defense of the canal if deemed necessary. This study
seeks to examine the historical example of neutrality with respect to the
Panama Canal. A brief comparative look at the Suez Crisis of 1956 is
provided. The study analyzes the 1977 neutrality treaty, then postulates
several scenarios for consideration of appropriate U.S. responses.
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0600 What Are the Strategic Implications for the United States of the 1977
Panama Canal Treaties?
U.S. Army War College, Carlisle Barracks, Pennsylvania. John A. Novak.
March 31, 1989.27pp.
Under the provisions of the 1977 Carter-Torrijos Panama Canal Treaties,
U.S. control of the canal operation and all U.S. military basing rights cease/
expire on 31 December 1999. The title suggests that the United States might
have to make some significant decisions in its military and political strategy
in order to provide for a smooth transition to post-1999 Canal Zone/Panama
operations/relations. This military study project studies the effect of the
treaties' impact on U.S. national security interests/objectives and how these
interests/objectives may drive defense/military strategy. The what/how
changes after 1999 are addressed in Chapter III followed by conclusions and
recommendations. This study attempts to isolate what areas of national
security interest may impact on national strategy, how Panama relations
could be affected, what areas will change, and what use/rights will remain for
military planning purposes.

1990
0627 Post-Noriega Panama: A Recommended Policy Approach.

U.S. Army War College, Carlisle Barracks, Pennsylvania. Dwayne A. Alons.
March 2, 1990. 45pp.
As the final decade of the Panama Canal Carter-Torrijos Treaties begins, the
new government of Panama faces many difficulties. Most of these difficulties
were brought on by the corrupt Noriega regime. The root causes of the
repressive Noriega dictatorship date back to the beginning of Panama. This
study starts with a review of U.S. involvement from the beginning of the
Republic of Panama through to the present democratic government. The
scope of this study includes a review of past U.S. foreign policy, the Carter-
Torrijos treaties as revised, and the nature of Panamanian leadership. By
examining the past the conditions that helped create Noriega become
evident. Finally, this study attempts to develop a recommended policy for the
United States to pursue to protect U.S. interests while enhancing the
democratic development of Panama. Positive actions and policy to reduce
the reappearance of 'Noriegaism'inPanamaniangovernment are emphasized.

0672 United States National Strategy In Panama.
U.S. Army War College, Carlisle Barracks, Pennsylvania. Michael K. Evenson.
March 5, 1990. 105pp.
The spectacle of the United States being defied by someone who was little
better than a street thug in the fall of 1989 was the beginning of this paper.
How did we get to the position where General Manuel Antonio Noriega could
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laugh at ourthreats? This paper reviews the stated U.S. national interests and
then looks at several informed observers' opinions of national strategy in Latin
America. Next a strategic appraisal of Panama is presented. This appraisal
also looks at domestic politics, which plays such a vital role in our strategy
toward Panama. Following this is a chronology of the crisis between the
United States and General Noriega, culminating in Operation Just Cause in
December 1989. Additionally the effects of the U.S. economic sanctions are
detailed with an analysis of why our policy failed. An analysis of whether
Operation Just Cause met the tests of the Weinberger Doctrine is also
included. Based on the strategic appraisal and the differing views of U.S.
policy, a national strategy for Panama is developed. This includes specific
national objectives and concepts and resources linked to these objectives.

0777 U.S.-Panama Relations In the 1990s: Developing a Post-Noriega Strategy.
U.S. Army War College, Carlisle Barracks, Pennsylvania. Douglas J. Naquin.
March 8, 1990. 39pp.
The United States' 20 December 1989 invasion of Panama marks a milestone
in U.S.-Panama relations. The success of future U.S. policy toward Panama,
however, will depend largely on our ability to break with our traditional ad hoc
approach. Implementation of the Panama Canal treaties now requires the
United States to come up with a ten-year plan on how to further its interests
in a post-Noriega—and post-2000—Panama. The time is fast approaching
when we will no longer be able to depend on "just causes" to correct systemic
policy flaws. We cannot develop a long-term strategy based on our
interpretation of the Noriega-U.S. conflict, however. U.S.-Panama dynamics
are much more complex and deeply rooted in history. We must therefore
broaden both our knowledge and perspective on Panama and identify the
factors—past and present—that will influence our future relationship. Until we
do this, we will continue to "wing" our Panama policy and risk repeating the
mistakes of the past.

0816 Future of United States-Panamanian Relations.
U.S. Army War College, Carlisle Barracks, Pennsylvania. Joseph L
Graves, Jr. April 2, 1990. 77pp.
On 20 December 1989 the United States launched Operation Just Cause and
sent its military forces into combat in Panama. President Bush explained to
the American people that he had ordered the execution of Operation Just
Cause for four reasons: to protect American lives and property; to protect the
Panama Canal and the integrity of the Panama Canal Treaties of 1977; to
remove General Manuel Noriega from power and to bring him to the United
States to stand trial on drug trafficking charges; and to restore democracy to
Panama. Does Operation Just Cause symbolize a return to pre-1977 U.S.-
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Panamanian relations or will h prove to be the beginning of a long and
harmonious relationship between the two countries? This paper reviews the
history of the U.S.-Panamanian relations, considers the implications of
Operation Just Cause, discusses the terms of the Panama Canal Treaties of
1977 and whether the United States should abrogate those treaties, and
makes recommendations for the future course of U.S. policy toward Panama.

0893 Economic Sanctions against the Republic of Panama.
U.S. Army War College, Carlisle Barracks, Pennsylvania. Kay B. Win. March
12, 1990. 31pp.
Economic sanctions are one of the tools of diplomacy and are used to
persuade another government to change its behavior or policy. In the vast
majority of cases economic sanctions are not an effective means of persuasion.
There are notable exceptions, but they are the most predictable because of
the special conditions under which they have been used. In the case of U.S.
economic sanctions against Panama from 1987-1989, the outcome was
predictable. The fragile and failing economy of Panama would be devastated.
The sanctions were ineffective against the real target, the de facto ruler of the
country, General Manuel Antonio Noriega and the Panamanian Defense
Forces. He had risen to power through a long and calculated career of
corruption, deceit, and betrayal of his fellow officers and his countrymen. His
enormous wealth was the result of graft, drug trafficking, and other illicit
means. His empire affected every facet of Panamanian life through either the
military regime or the government-sponsored political party, both of which he
totally controlled. In June 1987, formal accusations of wrongdoing were
leveled against him by his recently retired military deputy. As the people
demonstrated against his regime, his rule grew more oppressive. Finally,
after his sponsored candidate lost the May 1989 elections, which he
subsequently annulled, the United States imposed harsher economic
sanctions. The overall goal was the removal of Noriega and the establishment
of democratic rule for Panama. The sanctions were doomed to failure from the
beginning. Other means were eventually necessary to remove Noriega.

0924 The Panama Canal Treaties and United States Interests beyond the Year
2000.
U.S. Army War College, Carlisle Barracks, Pennsylvania. John E. Pic. April
2, 1990. 55pp.
After many years of intense negotiations, the governments of the United
States and Panama signed the Treaty Concerning the Permanent Neutrality
and Operation of the Panama Canal and the Panama Canal Treaty in
September 1977. Despite a swell of opposition, the treaties were ratified by
the U.S. Senate by the margin of a single vote. The tempest stirred by those
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debates has lessened over the last ten years, but as the final date of
implementation approaches there will be a new and heightened awareness
of the issue and a strong sentiment to protect the vital interests of the United
States. This study seeks to establish historic perspective, review the issues
of the negotiations, examine the proponent and opponent positions in the
U.S. Senate debates, and examine if any need exists for a unilateral
abrogation of the treaties in view of the political, economic, and military value
of the canal.

0979 Threats to Panama's Democracy and U.S. Interests: A Framework for
Intelligence Collection and Analysis.
U.S. Army War College. Carlisle Barracks, Pennsylvania. Dana Dillon.
May 31, 1990.26pp.
The purpose of this study is to develop a framework for analysis of the threats
confronting the newly established Panamanian government, as well as U.S.
personnel and facilities in Panama. Although political change may occur
through democratic and nondemocratic means, this study seeks to develop
a model for assessing the likelihood that nondemocratic means of change will
threaten Panama. To that end, economic, political, and social determinants
must first be analyzed to isolate the conditions under which these threats are
likely to emerge. The framework can then be applied to formulate strategic,
operational, and tactical intelligence requirements to guide collection efforts
and intelligence analysis. Although the United States seeks to ensure that
political change in Panama occurs through democratic processes such as
elections, legislative actions, and judicial review, the Panamanian government
may also be faced with groups that seek nondemocratic change.
Nondemocratic change can be achieved through violent means, such as
coups, revolutions, or terrorism, or through nonviolent means, such as
bribery, strikes, or exclusionary politics. Both democratic and nondemocratic
changes can affect the structure, the personalities, or the policies of a
government. Therefore, to assess the threats posed to the Panamanian
government and U.S. interests in Panama, the analyst must determine which
type of change is most likely, how it will be achieved, and the political objective
of the change.

1991
1005 United States Intervention In Panama: The Battle Continues.

Naval War College, Newport, Rhode Island. Justus Benjamin, Jr. February
11, 1991.31pp.
In December 1989, Operation Just Cause successfully dethroned General
Manuel Noriega, the declared Maximum Leader of the Republic of Panama.
Despite initial jubilation, one year later, it is unclear whether the operation was
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the turning point toward a strong stable government or merely continuation
of the status quo. In the long term, continual direct intervention in Panama is
counterproductive to achieving U.S. interests. This paper makes a sound
argument to implement a sustained military strategy of nationbuilding and
economic aid to build a foundation for democracy; reduce the U.S. presence
in Panama in accordance with the Panama Canal Treaties; and support the
Pentagon's proposed post-cold war concept of reducing the number of
unified commands.

Paraguay
1989

1036 A Strategic Plan for Investment Promotion In Paraguay.
SRI International, Arlington, Virginia and Arthur Young and Company,
Reston, Virginia. July 1989. 59pp.
Since a leadership change in February 1989, Paraguay has taken important
steps in attracting private sector investment into its economy. The report
analyzes these measures and provides a strategic plan to further promote
domestic and foreign investment. While the current law represents an
important foundation, it should explicitly state the private property guarantees
of the Paraguayan constitution, detail the rules and regulations regarding the
repatriation of capital and profits, and balance its strong regulatory focus with
a definitive statement of the government's interest in attracting investment.
These actions should perhaps be supplemented by issuance of a
comprehensive investment code. Further, the investment approval process
should be made rapid and as automatic as possible. The report's promotional
strategy covers both institutional and programmatic aspects to assist the
Ministry of Industry and Commerce in a three-stage investment promotion
plan and concludes with a list of key elements of successful investment
promotion. Case studies detailing lessons learned from investment experiences
in other countries are included.
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Reel 14
Peru

1989
0001 U.S. Military Nation-Building Peru: A Question of National Interests.

U.S. Army Command and General Staff College, Fort Leavenworth, Kansas.
Leonardo Victor Flor. June 2, 1989. 147pp.
This thesis examines the advisability of U.S. military nation-building exercises
(MNBEs) in Peru, specifically active component engineer deployment for
training and reserve component 'Fuertes Caminos' exercises. It examines
advisability by looking at how a U.S. MNBE affects the national interests of
both the United States and Peru and at the risks involved in conducting a U.S.
MNBE in Peru. The thesis traces the history of relations between the United
States and Latin America from the 1800s to today, and between the United
States and Peru from 1945 to 1985. It determines contemporary interests in
U.S.-Peruvian relations by examining issues that dominate interactions
between the two nations today and concludes that U.S. interests/objectives
in Peru are to foster regional stability by supporting democracy, to curtail
cocaine trafficking, and to reduce Soviet influence. It also finds that these
interests are important but not vital to U.S. survival. After examining potential
benefits and risks, it concludes that U.S. MNBEs are desirable because they
may promote national interests in such ways as assisting in Peru's economic
development, helping counterinsurgency and counter-narcotics efforts, and
bettering life in rural Peru. Risks such as the possibility of insurgent attacks
against U.S. troops, competition with the private sector, and increased
perceived relative deprivation are examined. The paper concludes that U.S.
MNBEs are feasible because the risks involved can be mitigated through
judicious planning, use of a multiyear program, and an integrated country
team approach.

0148 Peru: An Export Market Profile.
Economic Research Service, Washington, D.C. H. Christine Boiling. December
1989. 81pp.
Peru is the fifth largest Latin American market after Mexico, Brazil, Venezuela,
and Colombia, for U.S. agricultural products. Peru purchased $162 million
worth of U.S. agricultural commodities in 1988. Agricultural imports from the
United States have increased more than sevenfold since 1970. Peru is in a
severe slump and is the second largest recipient of P.L.-480 aid in Latin
America. Wheat, feed grains, and oilseed products will continue to constitute
the major share of U.S. agricultural exports to Peru. Commercial purchases
may decrease in the near future, and food aid needs will continue to be
substantial.
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1990
0229 Challenging the Crisis In Peru: Job and Income Generation through

Mlcroenterprlse Development (Guidelines for a USAID Strategy).
International Science and Technology Institute, Inc., Arlington, Virginia.
Ernesto H. Kritz et al. January 1990. 152pp.
The report provides an overview of the role of informal microenterprises in the
Peruvian economy, covering the major theoretical viewpoints through which
the informal sector has been analyzed, the sector's structure, and the relation
between investment in the sector and technological diversity. The report then
describes the impact of government policies on the sector during the 1985-
89 period of economic reactivation, as well as related legislation, support
institutions (that is, government agencies, business associations, research
groups, and others), and recent experiences with microenterprise promotion.
The remainder of the report presents guidelines for a microenterprise
development strategy. A comprehensive approach is recommended that
would include components to improve access to credit, markets, production
techniques, and management skills, along with regulatory and administrative
reform. It is estimated that an investment of $10 million in such a program
could create 28,500 jobs over a ten-year period.

0381 The Shining Path and the Future of Peru.
Rand Corporation, Santa Monica, California. Gordon H. McCormick. March
1990. 67pp.
Peru is facing a compound crisis, a condition from which it will be difficult if not
impossible to recover without first undergoing a period of serious political
unrest. This condition has been created by the confluence of three distinct but
mutually influential trends: the collapse of the modern economic sector, the
slow radicalization of Peruvian politics, and the escalating threat posed by the
guerrilla group, Sendero Luminoso, the Shining Path. The first of these trends
is manifest in an accelerating negative growth rate, hyperinflation, the
depletion of the foreign reserve stock, and one of the highest per capita debts
in Latin America. The most serious problem, ultimately, is the threat posed by
the Shining Path, manifest in the group's growing range of operations, its
new-found ability to appeal to traditional elements of the legal left, and the
government's apparent inability to stop it. These three trends have now
converged, resulting in a situation that is notably more unstable and potentially
explosive than the sum of its parts.
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0448 Eradicating Cocaine In Peru: The Role of American Foreign Assistance.
JohnF. Kennedy School of Government, Cambridge, Massachusetts. Robert
F. Ruck. April 12, 1990. 54pp.
This report is an analysis of the current U.S. policy regarding foreign assistance
provided to Peru as part of the drug war. There are two conclusions: first, the
current U.S. policy will fail because it was notdeveloped with any consideration
of Peru's interest. Second, the U.S. policy should focus more assistance
toward economic development in Peru rather than toward military aid.

0502 Disintegration In Peru—Consolidation In Chile: The Case for Militant
Capitalism In Latin America.
Naval Postgraduate School, Monterey, California. Edward J. Quinn. June
1990. 170pp.
Over the past two decades, Peru and Chile have each experienced both
military regimes and civilian governments. Peru's experience has been
dominated by the political left; Chile's by the right. In contrast to Peru's
populist politics and interventionist economics, Chile, in 1973, experienced a
militant capitalist revolution. Almost twenty years later, Peru is a nation torn
by political violence of both the left and right and on the brink of economic and
cultural ruin. Conversely, Chile has passed beyond military government and
begun democratic consolidation. With thehealthiest economy in contemporary
Latin America, Chile is poised to move beyond underdevelopmentto modernity.
Chile's success is the direct result of the fundamental restructuring and
redirectionofthe nation's politics-economics paradigm undertakenby General
Pinochet and the military but accepted, and today embraced, by the Chilean
people. Development of a free market economic model that transcends
partisan politics is the key to Chile's success and future. It is likewise a lesson
Latin American states should incorporate in both national policies and
international relations.

Uruguay
1990

0672 The Batlle Era and Labor In Uruguay and U.S. Low-Intensity In Conflict
Policy In Latin America.
Total Army Personnel Agency (Provisional), Alexandria, Virginia. David R.
Struthers. May 1990. 192pp.
This thesis consists of two related reports. Partial contents: (1) The Batlle Era:
economic and political modernization; urbanization and immigration; the
autonomous political structure; the new urban political elite; and copartici-
pation; the roots of 'Batllismo', Jose Batlle y Ordonez, and populism; the
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working class movement and labor legislation; origins and development of
the labor movement, Batlle and the demands of labor, the port workers strike
of 1905, the railroad strike of 1908, the general strike of 1911, and labor
legislation. (2) U.S. Low-intensity Conflict Policy: low-intensity conflict; historical
roots of modern LIC doctrine, the Reagan doctrine, components of LIC, and
limitations and weaknesses of current LIC doctrine; U.S. strategic interests
and LIC in Latin America; U.S. strategic interests and LIC doctrine; the military
obstacle to regional security; military intervention in domestic politics, foreign
influence and the national security doctrine, institution-building and repudiation
of National Security Doctrine, and a revised hemispheric security order.

Venezuela
1990

0864 The Foreign Policy of Venezuela toward El Salvador: 1979-1983.
Air Force Institute of Technology, Wright-Patterson Air Force Base, Ohio.
Kathryn L Gauthier. June 1990. 202pp.
No abstract available; report written in Spanish.

1991
1066 Insurgency In Venezuela.

U.S. Army War College, Carlisle Barracks, Pennsylvania. Venancio B.
Ortega. April 4, 1991. 47pp.
Insurgency in Venezuela began in 1960 when the country found itself going
through perhaps its most important period of historical transition; a democratic
revolution in 1958 had just ended a chain of dictatorial regimes that had lasted
for over 130 years. The historical and cultural past, a critical social and
economic situation, political instability, and Castro-communism influence
were the main causesforthe insurgency in Venezuela. Venezuela's insurgency
had the typical characteristics of some other Latin American insurgent
movements but with a difference; it was one of the few insurgent movements
that we can consider as finished and the one with all the elements characteristic
of the insurgency: urban insurgent activity, rural insurgency, terrorism,
guerrilla warfare, counterinsurgency, pacification programs, etc. The
insurgency in Venezuela belongs to the past and it has become an interesting
example of how the joint effort of the government, the armed forces, and the
general population can obtain the consolidation of a democratic regime.
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